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Summary

development of a sample application for DRM System isIn this report the
described.
Because of the tutorial purposes of this application,
development especially is aimed at a structural and
process, showing the features and benefits of DRM System.

the application
flexible design

As subject of this application a WorkCell Control System was chosen.
It has to be noticed that the WorkCell Control System only is the subject
of this sample application, and that therefore the application does not
intend to be a perfect real world WorkCell Control System.

For the specifications of the functional and architectural requirements,
Pirbhai's specification method for real-time systems is used.
The functional requirements are specified in the ProMod document, which is
supplied to this report.
This document, together with the standards of Philips's CAM Reference
Model for factory automation, was used to specify the architectural
requirements. These requirements are specified in the Architecture Model.

The top level design of this application was started with the definition
of service layers.
The requirements for the service layers are extracted from the Architec
ture Model, and partially extended with designer's requirements.

For one of the service layers a complete design description is included.
This service layer supports the communication between a centralised
workCell Control System and the distributed controllers, like Workstation
Controllers, Warehouse Controllers and Transport Controller{s).
The design method used for the service layer was based on the design of a
communication network for a telephone exchange, as it was introduced by
Prof. Dr. Ir. C.J. Koomen during his lectures Systemtechnology II.
This design method involves an outside inwards approach for which the
detailing and verification steps are supported by the formal specification
method CCS.
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Introduction

This Master Thesis Assignment has been performed at the VME Software
Development Group. This group 1S part of the Industrial and Electro
acoustic Systems Division, Nederlandse Philips Bedrijven in Eindhoven.
One of the activities of this development group is the maintenance and
extension of DRM System.

DRM System is a Distributed Real-Time Multiprocessor System.
'Distributed' because processing resources can be distributed to those
locations and applications that need them.
'Real-Time' because the system can handle real world events in a real
time fashion.
'Multiprocessor' because the configuration can consist of as many
processors as are needed to handle the application.

As main application areas for DRM System, Industrial Automation and
Embedded Systems are indicated.
Because there are no generally accepted tools and methods for the
specification and design of real-time applications, one wants a tutorial
example of a real-time application development to be supplied to the
DRM System User Documentation.

To give a start to the creation of such a tutorial, the objectives for
this assignment were postulated as follows:

select a suitable distributed real-time application problem as a
case study.
select a specification method for the requirements, given the
problem, and use this method to specify the application require
ments.
select a design method for making the top-level design description.

To these three main objectives, some general requirements were added:

the sample problem should be recognizable to many people.
the methods used should not contain that much highbrow mathematics,
making them incomprehensible to the average Software Engineer.
if possible, the sample problem should show the benefits and the
specific features of DRM System.

Besides previous requirements also on the part of the University some
additional requirements were postulated:

Analyze the possibilities to integrate the design method used at the
Digital System Group of the Department of Electrical Engineering with
the application development.
If possible, use the formal specification method ees to support the
design an verification of the application.
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structure of the report

In Chapter 1 the preliminary phase of this application development is
described. During this phase a survey is made to the DRM System, to the
design method to be used, and to the method to describe the design
process.

The specification phase of the development is described in Chapter 2.
First the choices of the subject and the specification method are
motivated. Then the specification method is introduced followed by the
system specifications.

In Chapter 3 a design method for a first top level design is illustrated.
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Chapter 1 Preliminary phase

1.1 Introduction to DHM System

DRM System is based on two concepts: SOMAs and HAMAs, which are acronyms
for SOftware MAchines and HArdware MAchines respectively.

The soma is the basic building brick for the modular distributable
software architecture called an application.
An application consists of one or more somas.
A soma consists of processes and mailboxes.
The processes of a soma may share all resources of the soma such as
program code and data, mailboxes, timers and semaphores.
Processes in one soma cannot directly access the resources of another
soma, but communicate through logical links which are implemented using
mailboxes.
A process in one soma can send a message to a mailbox of another soma or
to a mailbox in the same soma.
A process can only receive a message of a mailbox in its own soma.
A mailbox consists of a number of message slots. Each slot can hold a
single message. The application developer can define the size and the
number of slots of each mailbox.

Example of a soma composition:

msg
Process ""I1I1I1 .. """"""""""""""""""""""""n""""""I111""">

<""
"

"
<"" msg
<"""""""""""""""""""""

msg
<"""""""" Mailbox

msg
nUlllllt"""""""""II"IIII""""""

msg
""""UUIIII"nltnll"U"""nllnllntl

msg
<"nu""",,"

msg
1111""11""""11""1111"""""""11"11111111""1111"""""""""""">

Process
Data

<----->

Data
<---->

Shared
Memory
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The hama represents the basic building brick for the (distributed)
hardware architecture called a configuration.
A configuration consists of one or more hamas.
A hama consists of one processor, local memory and possibly various I/O
devices such as disks, terminals, serial lines, Ethernet connections or
other hardware for dedicated purposes.
The processor of one hama cannot directly access the resources of another
hama but communicate through communications links. Currently the links can
be VMEbus, Ethernet or a Vll serial link.

Example of a DRM System configuration consisting of 9 hamas shared over 3
VMEbus racks. An external computer system is also configured and is
connected via Ethernet. VMEbus hama clusters are connected by Ethernet or
Vll links.

hama 0 IIl1n

...... VMEbus
hama 1 """

hama 2 """ ,
"

,.-- hama 3 11111111

Vll link

Vll link

Ethernet

: ~

8

Ethernet

- hama 4

-- hama 5

hama 6

... hama 7

External
Computer
System

""""
"
" VMEbus

""""
"
"

""""
"
"

""""



High level view

The main advantage for the application developer is the high level view
provided by the hama and soma concepts.
The developer has to specify three kinds of descriptions:

-the configuration description, describing the hardware architecture in
terms of hamas.

-the application description, describing the software architecture in
terms of somas.

-the distribution description, describing the mapping of the somas onto
hamas.

The configuration description consists of hama descriptions, also called
the local operating system description, and of a network description, also
called the global operating system description. These descriptions are
used to construct the non distributed and the distributed aspects of the
operating system respectively.

A hama description specifies:
-the processor type
-the hardware clock resolution
-the presence of a floating point processor
-the presence of a memory management unit
-the amount and location of private memory
-the various system controlled i/o devices configured to that hama

A network description specifies:
-maximum number of hamas
-maximum number of links
-linktypes
-hama id's connected to each specific link
-link-costs

The application description consists of soma descriptions.
A soma description specifies:
-the name of the soma
-the run-time support, required by the soma
-the processor type on which the soma will execute
-the object code modules of the application
-various soma system resources such as semaphores, mailboxes and timers
-the processes of the soma

The distribution description specifies the degree of distribution desired.
At one end of the scale the developer can view the system as a single
virtual machine and the operating system is free to distribute the somas
of the application as it sees fit over the various hamas. At the other end
the developer can specify the distribution of the somas over the hamas
either partially or completely.

Several constraints are postulated for the distribution:
A soma is the unit of distribution. One soma can not be distributed over
more than one hama. However, more than one soma can be distributed to one
hama.
A soma distributed to a specific hama can only communicate with other
somas which are distributed to hamas which are connected to this hama.
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For example if a specific soma makes heavily use of disk I/O, that soma
can be distributed to the harna to which the disk device is connected to.
Another example is, when very busy or fast communication is required
between several somas, but where no specific hama is required. In that
case it can be specified that several somas will have to be distributed to
the same harna after which the operating system can chose the most suitable
harna.

Communication and synchronization

A fundamental point of view in DRM System is, that communication and
synchronization are considered inseparable activities in the sense that
processes need to synchronise in order to communicate. This conceptual
approach provides a unified treatment of the problems of communication
and synchronization. The operating system even allows the definition of
mailboxes for zero length messages which allow the passing of pure
synchronization signals. So mailboxes can be used to implement distributed
semaphores.

with the primitive sndmsg a
mailbox. The receiving mailbox
sending process or in any other
the sending process.

process can send a message to a specific
may be located in the same soma as the

soma. Its location need not to be known by

with the primitive reemsg a process can receive a message from a mailbox.
This mailbox has to be located in the same soma as the invoking process.

These two primitives have aSYmmetric properties, i.e. if no message is
available in the specified mailbox, the process invoking recmsg will be
blocked until a message enters this mailbox. On the other hand, if a
message is sent to a full mailbox it is considered a programming error
and the sndrnsg operation returns an error status to the invoking process.

The recany primitive allows a process to receive a message from one of a
specified set of mailboxes. Recany will be blocked until a message comes
available.

A process can wait on and signal a semaphore, by using the psem or the
vsem primitive on that semaphore.
Semaphores can be used within the scope of a soma. For the implementation
of distributed semaphores, which have a scope of several somas, mailboxes
can be used.
These mailboxes are defined to accept zero length messages. Then the
number of messages present in the mailbox represent the value of the
semaphore, the sndrnsg operation equals a vsem, and a recmsg equals a psem.
Sometimes this enables the composition of synchronization and communica
tion into one action by replacing the zero length messages by messages
carrying information.
To prevent the system from deadlock situations or for other purposes,
Timers can be set on semaphores and mailboxes. If the timer expires a
signal is sent to the semaphore or a message is sent to the mailbox.
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1.2 Preliminary project: Message Buffer

In order to get familiar with the DRM concepts and the use of DRM primi
tives, it was decided to start with a preliminary project.
By using a particular design and description method, this project also
intended to yield some conclusions and recommendations for further
application development.

The general requirements for this Message Buffer were postulated as
follows:
The Message Buffer has to be implemented as a FIFO bounded buffer to which
a certain number of producers can send their messages, and from which a
certain number of consumers can receive their messages.
The messages have to be transmitted in parts of size equal to the buffer
slot size.
As much independence as possible is required between all producers and
consumers.
The design has to be as flexible as possible.

Because this project deals with the reception and passing of messages, the
outside inwards design method will be used as it was introduced by
Prof. C.J. Koomen during his lectures Systemtechnology II (Koo 87].
He used this method to structure the design of a communication network.

1.2.1 General description of the outside inwards design method.

Assume a general problem statement about a Sender and a Receiver for which
a communication medium has to be designed.
For both Sender and Receiver, requirements have been postulated about the
way they have to communicate together.
For this kind of problems, the communication medium can be considered as
an interface connecting the Sender and the Receiver according to the
specified requirements.

Illustration of the general communication problem:

Sender output Interface input Receiver

input output
<

The inputs and outputs indicated in this illustration represent the
communications as they are specified by the functional requirements for
the Sender and the Receiver.
To obtain the specifications for the external communications for the
interface, the external communications of the Sender and the Receiver with
respect to the interface are mirrored: an output for the Sender or the
Receiver is transformed to an input for the interface, and an input for
the Sender or the Receiver is transformed to an output for the interface.
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Detailing

Interface

<-t Block ~-
<-

I-I~

I I
V V

<~Sub B:OCk 1<--<-

I
I

means that all
hidden and that
Sender and the

I I A

Fb-~~~l
-->~-->

Specify the external communications of each sub block.
Determine the functional specifications of each sub block.

Verification

Verification of the design step is done by verifying if the
concurrent composition of the sub blocks restricted over the
internal communication ports, yields the external communication
as specified for the interface.
Restricted over the internal communication ports
mutual communications between sub blocks are
only external communications, i.e. with the
Receiver are considered.
Also it has to be verified that the functional behaviour of the
concurrent composition satisfies the functional specifications
of the interface block.

Concurrent composition:

Interface

< -----t Block ~======SUb Block 1<----
I--I~ I A

I I I
I --I I

I I 1

EJsub Block
-------------- )

------------)

For the design of the internal structure of every sub block, the same
design step can be used.
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1.2.4 The design description of the Message Buffer

The design description is included as Appendix B of this report.

1.3 Conclusions and recommendations for further application developments.

The outside inwards design method integrated with the DPDL standards,
proved to be a very useful support for a DRM application development
involved with communication problems.

All incorrect detailing steps involved with communications can be detected
at once. This is achieved by specifying the required external communica
tions for every design step of the application, and by verifying for every
design step if the composed behaviour of the detailed parts actually
satisfy the specifications for that step.

The hierarchical description of the design process outlines the structure
of the application in an easy understandable way which will increase the
maintainability of future application extensions or adjustments.

Because all decisive points are explained with every design step and
because for almost all detailing steps references are made to previous
specifications or detailing steps, the tutorial aspect of an application
development description can be supported very well.
An outsider reading this design process description, will get a good
impression of the line of reasoning used during the design process.

One point of attention is the way in which the synchronization of the
communications has been described.
It is obvious that the illustrations used, will not satisfy for more
complex applications. Especially the verification of these kind of
illustrations will not be very solid.
A solution to these problems will be a formal specification method.
It will provide a formal and unambiguous way of describing synchronised
communications.
Together with formal specification methods, formal verification methods
can be used, which will provide a solid base for structured design.
Because software tools have been developed for some formal specifications
methods, also complex applications will become into the range of. this
design method.
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Chapter 2 : The Specification phase.

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Choice of the application subject.

To support the choice of a proper application subject the following
application areas were mentioned:

-elevator control
-traffic regulation
-telephone exchange
-factory automation

Although from all application areas a suitable subject satisfying all
requirements for this sample application, could have been chosen, it was
decided to chose a simplified WorkCell control System.
The decisive point for this choice was, that DRM System will be aimed for
the factory automation market, and therefore taking a WorkCell control
System as a sample problem, will yield a big psychological advantage.
People having to decide for a specific distributed operating system
generally will be outsiders of DRM System but they will be insiders in
factory automation. With this sample application they easily will be able
to imagine the extension to a more complex application in factory automa
tion.

The idea for a WorkCell Control System was born after visiting the
Cimphony pilot project at the CFT in Eindhoven.
Using two commercial brochures of the Centre for Manufacturing Technology
CFT: The CIMPHONY Pilot Project Facility [Cimph-1] and The CIMPHONY Pilot
project Technical Papers [Cimph-2] the general requirements for a WorkCell
Control System were determined. Completed and adjusted by some selfmade
requirements, the requirements for the application were postulated.

Most of these requirements have been included in the Problem Description
part of the Promod Document.
Other requirements have been created during the development of the
requirements model and can be found in the MSPs or CSPs added to all flow
diagrams of the Promod Document.

Note Because this application is aimed at structured application
development and not at a perfect WorkCell Control System,
some choices made for the requirements for the WorkCell Control
System might be considered arbitrary and more efficient solu
tions might be possible.
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2.1.2 Choice of the specification method

In the VME Software Development Group all specifications are documented
according to standard 830 of IEEE: Guide to Software Requirement
Specifications [IEEE].
By this report a framework is provided, including all points which have to
be attended during the specification phase of a system.

The specification of the WorkCell Control System was started by specifying
and describing all points according to this standard.
But during this specification phase, more and more it was noticed that
some essential parts of the specification were missing.
Although all points had been specified, the interrelationship between the
processes in the system was not included sufficiently.

After it had been noticed that this standard would not satisfy, other
specification methods were considered.
Because at that moment the impression was that within Philips the new
standard for specifications in the factory automation probably might
become Pirbhai's specification method, it was decided to examine the
usefulness of this method for our application development.
First the book: Strategies for real-time system specification [Pirb 87]
was studied.

2.2 Introduction to the Pirbhai specification method.

The development of the Phirbai method started in 1982 arising from the
growing dissatisfaction with conventual methods for systems development.
The problem whit those conventual methods was that they tended to address
only one aspect of the system.
Some existing requirement definition methods dealt with the information
processing part of the system by representing this by data flow diagrams,
but these methods could not handle the complex control structure typically
involved with real-time systems.
Other existing methods only dealt with the control part of the system by
using finite state machine theory.
The Phirbai method seeks to overcome this problem by addressing both
aspects in an integrated manner.

This illustrates Pirbhai's main point of attention: INTEGRATION of all
aspects involved with the system development during the specification
phase. The system specification process must define a system as a whole,
as well as its partitioning into hardware and software.
It must define what problem the system is to solve (its requirements), and
how the system is to be structured (its architecture).
From the functional requirements point of view it addresses the aspects of
processing, control and timing (what). From the physical point of view it
addresses the architectural specification of the system(how).
Therefore the Pirbai specifications of a system consist of a Requirements
Model and an Architecture Model.

Because of the attention to the human readability and understandibility of
the DeMarco method, Pirbhai based his requirements definition method on De
Marco's structured analysis.
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2.2.1 The Requirements Model

The system requirements are captured through an integrated model that
views the system from two aspects: its information processing (functional)
behaviour, represented by a the process model, and its control (state)
behaviour, represented by the control model.

The Process Model

The process model is a hierarchical model consisting of data flow diagrams
DFDs, and process specifications PSPECs.

A DFD partitions the requirements of the system into processes and
represents them as a network interconnected by data flows.
Its main purpose is to show how each process transforms its input data
flows into output data flows, and to show the relationship between those
processes.

For each primitive process a PSPEC is added to the corresponding DFD. In a
PSPEC the way the input data flow is transformed into the output data
flow, is specified by formal text or by a computer program.
Processes that are not primitive are broken down into more detailed DFDs
and do not have PSPECs.

The Control Model

The control model is a hierarchical model related
consisting of control flow diagrams CFDs and
CSPECs.

to the process model
control specifications

The control model is used to specify under what circumstances the proces
ses of the process model will perform their data transformations.
Each CFD is related to a particular DFD. It also contains the same
processes as the related DFD, but now flows of the control signals are
shown, represented by dashed arcs.

If enabling or disabling of any of the processes in a CFD is required this
is indicated by letting one or more control signals flow to or from a bar.
The way in which this (de)activation of processes takes place is described
by CSPECs added to each CFD containing one or more bars.
Each of the control signals flowing to or from a bar has to be specified
in at least one of these CSPECs.

CSPECs contain diagrammatic (state transition diagrams STDs) and tabular
(process activation tables PATs) representations of finite state machines.
state transition diagrams show the states of the system and how they are
influenced by control signals. They respond to events represented by
control flows and show the corresponding action that the system must take.
Events and actions are represented on the STDs as "Event/Action" labels on
each of the transitions between the states.
Process activation tables show the circumstances under which processes on
a DFD are enabled and disabled. The actions from a STD enter a PAT, which
enables or disables the appropriate processes.

18



Processes that are not controlled from a CSPEC are "data triggered".
They are enabled each time there is sufficient data at their inputs to
perform the required function. The functions of the system, as represented
in a DFD, are modeled independently of when they are supposed to be
enabled or disabled. The control requirements of the system then acts as
the catalyst that makes the system functions happen.

Illustration of the requirements model:

Data
A

Control
A

v-

Process
Controls

<
DFD

" Data I

I Flow I
PSPECs

v--.

Data Conditions

Requirements Dictionary

In the Requirements Dictionary RD all data and control flows are defined
appearing at any of the diagrams of the requirements model.
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2.2.2 The Architecture Model

The requirements model specifies what functions a system has to perform.
How a system has to perform these functions is specified in the architec
ture model.

The main purposes of the architecture model are:

-to show the physical entities that make up the system

-to define the information flow between these physical entities

-to specify the channels on which this information flows

The first tool used to depict the system architecture is the architecture
flow diagram AFD.
The AFD shows the physical partitioning of the system into its component
pieces, or modules, and the information flows between them. Its main
purpose is to allocate the functional processes of the requirements model
to physical units of the system.
A DFD is supported by architecture module specifications AMS and by an
architecture dictionary AD.
An AMS defines the inputs, outputs, and processes allocated from the
requirements model for each architecture module.
The architecture dictionary contains the data and control flow definitions
of the requirements dictionary , plus the allocation of these flows to the
architecture modules.

Besides the AFDs, the architecture model also consists of architecture
interconnection diagrams AIDs. These AIDs show how the information flows
from one architecture module to another by specifying the actual physical
information channels between the AFD's architecture modules and to and
from the environment.

Because the way of implementing the WorkCel1 Control System has not been
determined yet, these AIDs will not be used during this application
development and therefor the introduction of the Phirbai specification
methods ends here.

20



2.3 The use of Promod

For the development of the requirements model for the WorkCel1 Control
System, ProMod V1.6 was used [proMod].
This development was performed on VAX6 of I&E Eindhoven.

Promod V1.6 is a software tool aimed at supporting the development of a
Phirbai system specification document.

The development of the requirements model is started by recording the name
of the project. All elements constructed within this project will be
included during the analysis of the requirements model and the construc
tion of the ProMod document.

DFDs and CFDs can be constructed by using a terminal suited for graphical
presentations. One can chose to construct a DFD, a CDF or a FD which is
the combination of both diagrams. One can switch between these three kinds
of diagrams. By such a switch the processes are unaffected, only the data
or control flows are added or removed according to the desired presenta
tion.
By supplying a diagram the same name as one of the processes in another
diagram, this diagram automatically will be related to this process as its
child diagram. The process will be the parent of this diagram.
In this way a hierarchical construction can be created.

To support the creation of the data dictionary, all data and control flows
defined in any of the diagrams are recorded automatically in a special
file.

Instead of Phirbai's PSPECs for every primitive process, mini specificati
ons MSPs are used in Promod.
A MSP defines the task that is to be performed by a particular process in
a DFD. Because a MSP is defined for all processes regardless if they are
primitive processes or not, they provide a better insight in the composi
tion of every DFD.

After all DFDs, CFDs, CSPs, MSPs and the requirements dictionary have been
defined, this requirements model can be analyzed by using SA Analyze.
SA Analyze verifies the consistency of the model, it verifies if all flows
have been specified and it automatically produces an analysis report.
This analysis report consists of:
-a contents description
-presentation of the system's hierarchy
-a page numbered report containing all MSPs and CSPECs in hierarchical
order.

-the data dictionary
-if necessary an error report.

This analysis report completed with the diagrams which have been printed
on the laser printer, provides a complete document for the system require
ments model.
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A cell/line controller has
current resources available.
(i.e. material, transport
transformation activity, so
admissibly.

on products. It has
associated with the

properties it enables

2.4 The Requirements Model for the WorkCel1 Control System.

The Requirements Model for the WorkCel1 Control System is presented by a
separate ProMod Document which is added to this report as a supplement.

2.5 The Architecture Model for the WorkCel1 Control System.

According to the Philips standards on factory automation development, the
hardware architecture for the workCel1 control System is determined by the
CAM Reference Model.
The CAM Reference Model reflects the functional and organizational aspects
for the manufacturing Process Control System.

The Philips CAM Reference Model

The controllers relevant for the application are:

Cell/line controller

knowledge over product transformations and
It coordinates the allocation of resources
capacity, workstations) to every product
that the system resources are operating

Workstation controller

A workstation executes operations/transformations
knowledge of the technological process properties
product. By selecting the right sequence of process
the operation on a product.
Note that also a Warehouse controller is being considered as a workstation
controller.

Routing controller or interstation transport controller

The routing controller provides movement capabilities for products. This
movement is directed from a source to a destination location by the
topology defined for the transport network. It can be seen as a support
function available on different levels within the control system.
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It was decided to use a small WorkCel1 configuration together with the
requirements of the CAM reference model as the architecture model on which
the requirements model has to be mapped. This sample configuration was
intended to provide an insight in the communication flows generally needed
between the several distributed parts of a WorkCell.

The WorkCel1 configuration:

Failure
P_Tray Export

-------> Warehouse 4

I
direction I
of I
transport I

V

Node 1-

Node 2-

Node 3-

Node 4-

p_Tray Import
<-------- Warehouse

1

Workstation

1

Export
P_Tray Warehouse

-------> 3
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The Architecture Flow Diagram for this workCell configuration:

Because the limited graphical support of the wordprocessor used, it is not
possible to present a complete architecture flow diagram on one page.
Therefore it was decided only to represent the data and control flows
corresponding with the communication and synchronization service layers
which are determined in chapter3. However, for the determination of the
requirements for these service layers a draft sample of the complete
Architecture Model was used.

The reduced AFD Model for the sample WorkCell Configuration:

Warehouse Export Tray
Controller< -: .

workCell
Controller

Import_Commands warehouse I
•••••••..•••••••• > Controller

WHC 3 Export_Result
----------------->

Node Free
••••••••••••••••• >

Import_Result

Node status-<...•........•... >

WHC 1

Warehouse Export Tray
Controller< -: .

Transform_Tray workstat.1
. > Controller

WHC 4 Export_Result
----------------->

Node Free
•••••• •••••••••••>

Transf id wsC
----------------->

Transformation-Completed
(WHC 2) < .

Transform Result
<-----------------

Transport Transport Tray
Controller< -: .

Transform. Free
••••••••••• >

TrC Transport_Result
----------------->

Node status
<•••••••••••••••• >
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The Architecture Module Specification AMS

In this AMS the allocation of all processes of the requirements model on
the modules of the AFD is specified.
For each process allocated to a specific module, all its child processes
are allocated to the same module. Therefor the allocation of the child
processes needs not to be included in the AMS.

The data and control flows between the modules of the AFD are retrieved
from the requirements model.
These are the flows between the processes which have not been allocated in
the same module.

If a specific process is allocated more than once, its index is indicated
by [).

Module

WorkCel1 Controller

WHC 1

WsC

WHC2

WHC 3

WHC4

TrC

Processes allocated

1
3
4
5

2.2[1]
2.4[1]
2.3[1]
2.1.1.1[1]

2.1.1.3

2.2[2]
2.3[2]
2.4(2)
2.1.2

2.2[3]
2.4[3]
2.3[3]
2.1.1.4[3]

2.2[4]
2.4[4]
2.3[4]
2.1.1.4[4]

2.1.1.2
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2.6 Conclusions from the Pirbhai specification method.

In general, two main problems are involved with the determination of the
specifications for a system to be designed:

-Do the specifications provide an unambiguous description for the
designer?

-Are the specifications satisfying all requirements of the customer?

The Requirements Model of a Pirbhai specification supports the solution of
both problems:
Because the developer has to determine the functional decomposition of the
customer's requirements, he automatically will be faced with missing or
contradictory requirements.
Because the customer easily will be able to understand the Requirements
Model, he can adjust his requirements during the specification phase.
After the completion of the requirements model he will be able to verify
if actually all his requirements have been included.

The designer takes a
ments model. He gains
solved and into the
ses.

lot of advantage of the development of the require
a good insight into the problems of the system to be
interrelationship of the system's functional proces-

Note that although the requirements model easily can be understood by an
outsider, it takes more practice and iterative steps for the developer to
develop his first requirements model. Software developers working in the
real-time system area are used to think in terms of physical decomposi
tion. For them it will take some extra effort to get used to think in
terms of functional decomposition.

ProMod Vl.6 proved to be a good support for the development of the
requirements model. Especially the feature SA Analyze is very useful:
-it verifies the consistency of all diagrams.-
-it automatically produces a complete document including the hierarchical
presentation of all diagrams completed with all MSPs,CSPs, the data
dictionary and an error report.

Recommendations

The development of the requirements model will yield the best and fastest
results if is performed in an iterative way.
In the early stadium of the development of the requirement model do not
worry wether all input data of a process will be needed by the child
processes at the same time. Generally you will be able to manage that
problem simply by enabling or disabling those child processes.
And if not, the tools will support relative fast iterative steps to add
new or to adjust previous determined diagrams.

When a subdata flow is needed out of a store which is located at a higher
level it is recommended to copy that store also to that lower level
diagram instead of letting the subdata flow through several levels.
This reduces the number of incoming and outgoing flows which will increase
the comprehensibility of the diagrams.
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Effort 60-80%

Chapter 3 : Design phase

Considering the limited period for this assignment, it was decided to
describe a complete design process of one important aspect of general
application design, instead of superficially describing a design including
more aspects.
An important aspect is the introduction of service layers.
with their support, a well structured, flexible application with a high
maintainability can be achieved.

3.1 Introduction to the use of service layers.

In this phase of the development, the developer has knowledge about the
DHM System and about the requirements for the application.
He will start to examine how the DHM primitives can be used to implement
the application's specifications. To support this rather big design step,
service layers can be to good use.
with the use of service layers a middle out design is achieved.
After the requirements of a service layer have been determined, the depth
of the design step of mapping the layer on the DRM System, and the depth
of the design step of mapping the application on the service layer, will
considerably be decreased in relation to the original design step.

In fact, the service layer can be considered as an interface between the
application and the operating system: DRM System.
The service layer uses the DHM primitives to offer the required services,
thereby providing an abstraction from this underlying operating system.

APPLICATION

A A Effort 20-40%

--I 1------
V

SERVICE LAYER(S)
A

--I 1---1
---

V

DRM PRIMITIVES
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In general, several kinds of similar services are required several times
by a specific application. In case all requirements of one kind of
services are joined together, they can be implemented in a service layer.
Although it will take some more effort, the use of service layers yields
several advantages:

-similar services have to be designed only once.
-investing relatively much effort in the design of service layers will
yield a trivial implementation of the actual application.

-increased maintainability will be achieved.
If some changes are needed by an application, only the invocation of the
service layer has to be adjusted. Generally, much less effort will be
required than when no service layers would have been implemented.
without service layers 100% of the effort would have been needed.

-service layers can be specified rather strictly, making them well suited
for formal specification methods.

-The design of a formal specified service layer can be verified very
accurately. This provides a solid base for a structured design.

Based on the conclusions of the preliminary message buffer project, some
general decisions are made for the design of service layers:

-the same outside-inwards design method will be used.
-because a formal specification method seemed to be useful, it is decided

to use CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) to describe a service
layer and its internal components.

-the design process will be described using the same method DPDL (Design
Process Description Language).

-because of the tutorial aspect of this design, especially communication
protocols will be considered for service layers.
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3.2 Short introduction to CCS

In 1980 R. Milner introduced his Calculus of Communicating Systems CCS
[MIL 80].

CCS is a formal specification method which provides mechanisms to:
-represent communication behaviours by algebraic expressions.
-determine whether two behaviours are within the same equivalence class.
-reduce equations to a minimal form.

CCS is based on two central ideas: OBSERVATION and
SYNOIRONISED COMMUNICATION

Observation arises from the question how to describe the behaviour of a
concurrent system (a system comprised of communicating subsystems).
Milner stated that one can describe a concurrent system fully enough by
considering the behaviour as experienced by an external observer.
Based on this notion of observation it was stated that two systems are
OBSERVATION EQUIVALENT if one can not tell them apart without pulling them
apart.

In addition to the description of the externally observable behaviour of
concurrent systems, also the synchronised communication between subsystems
is described. Communication between two subsystems is considered to be an
indivisible action of the composite system.
To calculate the behaviour of this composite system, a operator to perform
CONCURRENT COMPOSITION is introduced. This operator composes two indepen
dent subsystems, allowing them to communicate.

Representation of CCS

In CCS, the objects of behaviour are called agents.
An agent can communicate with the external world by means of ports.
A port can be an input port or an output port.

The syntax of a port is as follows:

input port

output port

==> <agent>.in<port_name>

==> <agent>.out<port_name>

In CCS , agents are determined by means of algebraic equations called
BEHAVIOUR EQUATIONS. Such equations can be interpreted as state transition
equations in which the left hand side denotes the current state and the
right hand side the state transitions and the next state(s).
There is a one to one correspondence between a behaviour equation,
defining a certain behaviour of the corresponding agent, and the corres
ponding behaviour tree as a model of that behaviour.
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Example:

a
S
A

d

c v
53< 51

b

V
52

50 = a 51
51 = b 52

+ c 53
52 = NIL
53 d : 50

Behaviour Tree 5 Behaviour Equations 5

A transition of the behaviour equations can be one of the following three
types:

<input action> ==>

<output action> ==>

<unobservable action> ==>

Example:

<agent name>?<value>

<agent name>!<va1ue>

tau

5uppose an agent 5 which sends a message from its initial state, and
returns to its initial state after receiving an acknowledge:

50

51

s!message

s?acknowledge

51

50
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An unobservable action tau is used to denote some internal activity of the
system. Such action can not directly be observed at the ports of the
system. However, if the internal state of the system has been changed by
an unobservable action, its effect can be observed because certain
communications have been disabled or enabled compared to the situation
before the occurrence of the tau action.

Examples

AD a AI
+ b AI
+ tau A2

AI c AD

A2 a AI

The unobservable tau action disables action b

AD a AI The unobservable tau action enables action b
+ tau A2

AI = c AD

A2 a AI
+ b AI

AD a AI
+ tau A2

The unobservable tau action does not effect the
observable behaviour.

AI

A2

c

a

AD

AI
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Concurrent Composition

In order to calculate the combined behaviour of two or more independent
subsystems, Milner developed the EXPANSION THEOREM.
with this theorem the behaviours of two or more communicating subsystems
can be combined to form one behaviour, which can be considered as one
system.

Let A,B and C be the behaviours of three subsystems. Let P be the set of
ports containing all ports through which A,B and C can communicate
together.
The theorem describes how the combined behaviour E can be calculated.

E = ( A I B I C )\P

A I B I C represents the concurrent composition between two behaviours A
and B.

\P represents the restriction over ports element of portset P.

In this new system E, the internal communication between the original
systems A,B and C is not visible. In the behaviour equations of E, these
internal communications are represented by tau actions.

Instead of the theorem as such , an algorithmic version of the expansion
is presented below, followed by an example for illustration.

The state space
subsystems.
S = (Sl, S2,
subsystems.

S of a

.... ,

system consists of n-tuples of states of its

Sn), where Sl, S2, .... , Sn are the states of the n

1) define an initial state for the combined system. For instance, if one
wishes to calculate E = ( A I B )\P, then S = ( A , B ) initially.

2) list all atomic actions in the subsystems which involve a transition
from a state Si to a state Si' in the same subsystem.
Also list the resulting state of the combined system.

S --> S' where S = ( Sl, ... ,Si, ... ,Sn) and S'= ( Sl, ... ,Si', ... ,Sn)

These transitions do no yet involve communications between subsystems.

3) remove all actions which are not permitted by the restriction.
(remove all actions which communicate via a port element of portset P)

4) add all actions which involve communication between subsystems. Because
these actions involve an internal action of the combined system they
are indicated as unobservable actions and replaced by a tau action.

5) repeat steps 2,3 and 4 for each of the resulting global states which
have been evaluated yet.
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Example: a handshake system

c
====================================================

msg
-------1r---> A

ack
<-----------1

msg
1-------->

B
msg

f-----I--->

====================================================

The behaviours of A and Bare:

AO = a?msg
Al a!msg
A2 alack

Al
A2
AO

BO
B1
B2

b?msg
b!msg
black

B1
B2
BO

Suppose one wants to calculate C = (A I B )\P, where P denotes the
portset {a!msg,b?msg,b!ack,a?ack}. Hence the combined behaviour of A and B
is calculated such that the internal communication between A and B is
restricted away.
Application of the algorithm leads to:

(1 )
(2 )

the initial state is ( AO,BO )
from the behaviours of A and B one sees that two
in principle: a?msg and b?msg respectively. The
states are ( Al,BO ) and ( AO,B1). However b?msg
to the restriction. This yields:

action are possible
corresponding global
is not possible due

(AO,BO) a?msg (Al,BO)

Step (4) is omitted because no internal communication can take place
in state (AO,BO).

Now step (2,3,4) are repeated for state (Al,BO). Two actions are
possible in principle: a!msg and b?msg. Neither can occur individually
due to the restriction. However (4) internal communication can take
place, which yields:

(Al,BO) = tau (A2,B1)

Further application of the algorithm yields:

(A2,B1)
(A2,B2)

b!msg
tau

(A2,B2)
(AO,BO)

Now the combined behaviour C has been calculated:

(AO,BO)
(Al,BO)
(A2,B1)
(A2,B2)

a?msg
= tau
= b!msg
= tau

(Al,BO)
(A2,BI)
(A2,B2)
(AO,BO)
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This behaviour can be relabelled:

(AO,BO)
(Al,BO)
(A2 ,B1)
(A2,B2)

is replaced by CO
is replaced by C1
is replaced by C2
is replaced by C3

This yields:

cO = a?rnsg C1
C1 tau C2
C2 = b!rnsg C3
C3 tau CO

This behaviour can be reduced applying the first tau-law:

if A = tau : B then A = B (holds under Observation Equivalence)

The resulting reduced behaviour:

cO a?msg C2
C2 b!msg CO

This can be relabelled:

CO a?msg C1
C1 = b!rnsg CO
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Observation Equivalence

Two systems are observation equivalent if they show the same external
behaviour.

The behaviour equations of a system state what actions are possible in the
initial state of the system and what actions are possible in all resulting
states after the execution of one or more actions.
The sequence of zero or more observable actions is called a trace.

Now it can be stated in words that systeml is observation equivalent to
system2, if and: all traces possible in the initial state of systeml are
also possible in the initial state of system2, and: all traces possible in
the initial state of system2 are also possible in the initial state of
systeml.

Example of two observation equivalent behaviours C and D:

CO = a?msg Cl
Cl tau C2
C2 = b!msg C3
C3 tau cO

Traces possible in CO:

CO a?msg
a?msg b!msg
a?msg b!msg a?msg etc

DO a?msg Dl
Dl = b!msg DO

Traces possible in DO:

DO a?msg
a?msg b!msg
a?msg b!msg A?msg etc

Because the forn~l statement of observation equivalence is rather complex,
and because software tools have been developed to determine observation
equivalence between two systems, the explanation of observation equi
valence is not detailed further. For those who are interested in more
detailed information it is referred to [Koo 85-1].
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3.3 Design description of a service layer

Note:

STEP 1

Language

Decision

Detailing

At the end of every design step the detailing steps are
verified. In case informal verifications are involved it is only
indicated which points have been verified.
In case of formal verifications, the verification is
illustrated.

English
This will be the language for all steps.

Use the Architecture Model(paragraph 2.5 of this report)
to extract commonly required services which may be
considered for implementation in a service layer.
Then globally determine which services will have to be
implemented in each service layer.

1.1) Every time an action has to be performed, the WorkCel1 Controller
sends an action order either to a Workstation Controller, a Ware
house Controller-or a Transport Controller.
After an action has been completed, the action result is returned to
the WorkCel1 Controller.
It is decided that these functions will be implemented in a service
layer called the Communication Layer.
Because of flexibility reasons an extra feature will be added to
this service layer: it has to possible to cancel an action order
before an action has been started. If a cancel request is sent, the
WorkCell Controller has to be informed about the evaluation of this
request.

1.2) After an action order has been received, that action may only be
started if the circumstances satisfy all requirements:
-The Transport Controller has to wait until the destination node is

released.
-The Warehouse Controller has to wait until a filled product tray

and an empty import node are available, or until an 8mpty location
in the warehouse is available.

-The Workstation Controller has to wait until enough components are
available to complete the required transformation.

It is decided that the management of the resources will be imple
mented in a service layer called synchronization Layer.
Before an action can be started the corresponding controller has to
request the Synchronization Layer a permission to start its action.
In this way the Synchronization Layer provides an abstraction from
the administration and release of the separate resources.
Also this layer can be the manager for shared resources.
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1.3) The two extracted service layers of 1.1 and 1.2 can be illustrated
as follows:

WorkC. Commun. Action Synchr.
Contr. Layer Contr. Layer

action action request
order order permission

> > >

cancel
permission

cancel cancel request
> > >

action action
cancel- cancel-
result- result- permission

< < <

Verification Verify if all requirements for the considered functions
have been included in the requirements for the extracted
service layers.
Consider the Architecture Model and verify if all
functions similar to the functions of one of the two
extracted service layers have been taken into account.
It may be possible that with a little extension of the
requirements of one of the service layers, a whole new
class of cornmon required functions can be included.
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STEP2

Decision

Specification

Use the general requirements of STEPI to determine the
functional requirements for the Communication Layer.
Complete the functional requirements by adding designer
decisions and requirements to provide a flexible service
layer which may be applied to more general purposes.

: 1.1, 1.2

2.1) The Communication Layer will be denoted further by Com Layer.
2.2) The Com Layer will have to provide a medium by which action orders

issued Ey the WorkCel1 Controller, can be transported to specific
Action Controllers.
Also messages providing information about the processing and com
pletion of the orders, have to be returned to the WorkCel1 Control
ler.
The WorkCel1 Controller will be denoted further by Master.
A Workstation Controller, a Warehouse Controller, and a Transport
Controller will be denoted as Slaves.

2.3) The orders and the information messages are postulated as follows:

action order

cancel action order

action order cancelled

cancel_rejected

action result

Slave id + action info
Orders a specific- Slave to perform the
specified action.

Slave id + "cancel"
Orders a specific Slave to cancel the
action order.

Slave id + "cancelled"
Informs the Master that an action order
has been cancelled.

Slave id + "rejected"
Informs the Master that the action could
not be cancelled anymore.

Slave id + result
Returns information about the completion
of the action.

Slave id + "order request"
Informs the Com Layer that the Slave is
ready to handle a new action order.

Slave id + "start request"
Requests for a grant to start, with this
providing the last possibility to cancel
the action.

Slave id + "grant"
Signals the Slave that its action can be
started, and that no cancel is required.
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2.4) Initially and after receIvIng an action result or an action order
cancelled, a Master can send a new action order to a specific slave.

2.5) After the master sent an action order, he-can request to cancel this
order by sending cancel action order.

2.6) If an action order has-not been cancelled, the master should always
be returned an action result.

2.7) Initially and after returning an action result or receiving a
cancel action order, a Slave can send- an action order request to
inform-the Com Layer it is ready to handle the next-action order.

2.8) An action order has to be passed to a specific Slave,-after its
action order request has been detected.

2.9) After a cancel action order has been detected in the Com Layer, the
action order has to be deleted if the action order has not already
been passed to the Slave.
To inform the Master that the action order has been cancelled
indeed, action order cancelled has to be returned.

2.10) If the action order could not be deleted before it was passed to the
Slave, and the action has not started yet, cancel action order has
to be passed to the Slave.
After cancel action order has been sent to the Slave, it is sure the
action order-will be cancelled.
An actIon order cancelled has to be returned to the master.

2.11) If all requirements for the action are fulfilled, a Slave has to
sent a start request to the Com Layer.
If no cancel action order is- detected at the Slave side of the
Com Layer a start grant has to be returned to the Slave, after
which it can start its action.
After sending start_grant, action order can not be cancelled
anymore.

2.12) If a cancel action order is detected at the Slave side of the
Com Layer after passing the action order to the Slave, and before
sending start grant, cancel action order has to be passed to the
Slave. - --
An action order cancelled has to be returned to the Master.
Because a cancel is supposed to be requested only for serious
reasons, it is given a higher priority than start grant.

2.13) If cancel action order is detected in the Com layer after the action
started, and no action result has been detected yet, cancel rejected
has to be returned to -the Master informing the Master -that the
action order could not be cancelled anymore.

2.14) If an- action result was detected before cancel action order was
detected, this-action result is passed to the Master, automatically
informing the Master about the rejection of the cancel request.

2.15) After an action has been completed the Slave has to return the
action result.
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The preceding requirements for the Corn_Layer all result from
functional requirements.
However, it is possible that due to the time delay between the
moment a message is sent, and the moment a message is received,
two messages will cross while being send.
Using this knowledge about the implementation of sending and
receiving messages using mailboxes, some additional requirements are
needed.

2.16) If simultaneously a cancel action order is sent by the Master and
an action result is sent by the Corn Layer, the action result may be
received before, but detected after cancel action order has been
sent.
Cancel action order has to be deleted by the Corn Layer.

2.17) If simultaneously a cancel action order is passed to the Slave, and
a start request is sent by -the Slave, cancel action order may be
received before, but detected after start request has been sent.
The action has to be cancelled, and action order cancelled has to be
returned to the Master.
Start request has to be deleted by the Corn Layer.
The Slave has to send new action_order_request.

Verification

Verify if all services required for the Corn_Layer have been included
in these functional requirements.

ENDSTEP2
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STEP3

Decision To provide a possibility for a formal verification, the
functional requirements postulated in STEP2, are
transformed into formal specifications using CCS.

Note A message arriving at the layer is marked
as an input action at the moment it enters
the layer, not at the moment it is detected
and evaluated.
A message leaving the layer is marked as an
output action at the moment it is sent to
the Master or to the Slave.

Specifications

Detailing

2.1, ... , 2.17

3.1) Illustration of the communications involved with the Master Com_Layer
protocol:

Master
action order

1-------------->

cancel action order
1-------------->

action order cancelled
<----------------l

cancel_rejected
<----------------l

action result
<---------------1
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3.2) The CCS behaviour equations for the Master are:

MaO m!action order Mal (Using 2.4)

Mal m! cancel action order Ma2 (Using 2.5)

+ m?action result Ma4 (Using 2.6)

Ma2 m?action order cancelled MaO (Using 2.9, 2.10, 2.12)

+ m?cancel_rejected Ma3 (Using 2.13 )

+ m?action result MaO (Using 2.6, 2.14)

Ma3 m?action result MaO (Using 2.6)

Ma4 = m! action order Mal (Using 2.4)

+ m!cancel action order MaO (Using 2.16)

3.3) Illustration of the communications involved with the Slave Com_Layer
protocol:

Com_Layer Slave

action_order_request
<

action order

start_request
<

cancel action order

start_grant

action result
<
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•

3.4) The CCS behaviour equations for the Slave are:

SIO s!action_order_request : S11 (Using 2.7)

S11 s?action order S12 (Using 2.8)

S12 s?cancel action order S13 (Using 2.10)

+ s!start_request S14 (Using 2.11 )

S13 = s!start_request SID (Using 2.17 )

+ s!action_order_request sl1 (Using 2.7)

S14 s?cancel action order SIO (Using 2.12)

+ s?start_grant S15 (Using 2.11 )

S15 s!action result SID (Using 2.15)

verification

Verify if all CCS equations are according to the functional require
ments, and if all requirements have been included in these formal
specifications.

ENDSTEP3
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and one Slave.
the
Slave will be

STEP4

Decision : Although the Com Layer has to serve one Master and
several Slaves, the Com Layer will be specified for

supporting the communication protocol between one Master
Later on, when the design of the Com Layer is mapped on

DRM primitives, the communications wIth more than one
included.

To derive the formal specifications for the Com Layer,
the Combination Algorithm [Koo 85-2],[Koo 87] will be
applied. Therefore first the CCS behaviour equations of
the Master Com Layer protocol and of the Slave
Com_Layer protocol are mirrored and relabeled.

Specifications

Detailing

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4

4.1) Every output action of the Master is an input action of the Com
Layer. Every input action of the Com Layer is an output action of the
Master. The same reasoning is valid ror the Slave CO~Layer protocol.

To represent these communications, the following mirroring and
relabeling operation is performed on the actions:

Ma? ==) LIn!
Sl? ==) Ls!

Ma! ==) LIn?
Sl! ==) Ls?

LIn represents the behaviour of the Master side of the Com Layer.
Ls represents the behaviour of the Slave side of the Co~Iayer.

4.2) (Using 3.1, 3.3,
Illustration of
the mirroring of
CO~Layer:

4.1)
the communications of the Com Layer resulting from
the Master and the Slave communIcations towards this

action order
-----------)

cancel action order

<-----------

action order
-----------) Master side Slave side f-----------)

action order cancelled
<-------------l

cancel_rejected
<---------------j

action resul t<------II

LIn
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4.3) (Using 3.2, 4.1)

The behaviour of the Master side of the Corn_Layer is:

LrnO Lrn?action order Lrnl

Lrnl Lrn?cancel action order Lrn2

+ Lrn!action result Lrn4

Lrn2 = Lrn!action order cancelled LrnO

+ Lrn!cancel_rejected Lrn3

+ Lrn!action result LrnO

Lrn3 Lrn!action result LrnO

Lrn4 Lrn?action order Lrnl

+ Lrn?cancel action order LrnO

4.4) Possible traces from LrnO:

LrnO

LrnO=

LrnO=

?action order
?cancel-action order
!action-order cancelled
LrnO

?action order
?cancel-action order
!cancel-rejected
!action-result
LrnO

?action order
?cancel-action order
!action- result-
LrnO

LrnO ?action order
!action- resul t
?cancel-action order
LrnO

LrnO ?action order
!action-result
?action-order
Lrnl
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4.5) (Using 3.4, 4.1)

The behaviour of the Slave side of the CO~Layer is:

LsD =

Ls1 =

Ls2

Ls3 =

Ls4

Ls5

Ls!action order

Ls!cancel action order

+ Ls?start_request

Ls?start_request

Ls!cancel action order

+ Ls!start_grant

Ls?action result

Ls1

Ls2

Ls3

Ls4

LsD

Ls1

LsD

Ls5

LsD

4.6) Possible traces from LsD:

LsD =

LsD =

LsD

LsD =

?action order request
!action-order-
?start request
!start-grant
?action result
LsD

?action order request
!action-order-
?start request
!canceT action order
LsD

?action order request
!action-order
!cancel-action order
?start request-
LsD -

?action order request
!action-order
!cancel-action order
?action-order request
Ls1 - -

Verification: Verify if the inverse relabeling of 4.3 and 4.5 yields 3.2
and 3.4 respectively.
Verify if all possible traces are satisfying the functional
requirements, and if no required traces are missing.

ENDSTEP4
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STEP5

Decision

Specification

Detailing

Determine the combined behaviour of both sides of the
Com Layer.
This combined behaviour will provide the formal specifi
cations for the Com Layer to design.
For the calculation-of this behaviour, the Combination
Algorithm is used.

2.1, .... ,2.17,4.3,4.5

5.1) To determine the combined behaviour of 4.3 and 4.5 one would
use the Expansion Theorem to calculate ( Lm I Ls )\P, where
be the port set connecting both sides of the layer.
However, this algorithm only can be used if:
-the way Lm and Ls communicate is fully known.
-the ports which have to be restricted away can be indicated.

like to
P would

In case of Lm and Ls neither of both conditions holds.
Only the ways Lm and Ls communicate towards the Master and the Slave
have been specified, not the way how both sides have to be linked.

Before the Combination Algorithm will be explained, the conditions
under which the algorithm can be applied will be defined.

5.2) In order to calculate the combination of Lm and Lsand to perform the
restriction, certain constraints by which messages can be sent will
be indicated.
This results from the meaning of restriction: take away those actions
which for causality reasons can not occur.
For example, Lm!action result can not occur before an action result
entered the Com Layer by the input action Ls?action result.
Hence the first action cannot occur before the-second action has
taken place.
For the Com Layer the following causal relations are derived from
4.2 and 2.1~.. ,2.17:

caus1

caus2

caus3

caus4

caus5

Lm?action order
and LS?request_action_order

Lm?cancel action order

Ls?action result

Ls?action order cancelled,
or ocanc generated inside
the Com_Layer

LS?start_request

==> Ls!action order

==> Ls!cancel action order

==> Lm!action result

==> Lm!action order
cancelled

==> Ls!start_grant

These causal relations can be interpreted as enabling conditions for
output actions to occur.
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However, if the combined state of the Com Layer satisfies one of the
causal relations, it is not guaranteed that an action will occur
because it still can be prohibited by an Axiom.
The use of Axioms will be introduced in 5.3.

5.3) The combination Algorithm:

Let IN(S) denote the input actions which are enabled when the
Com Layer is in state S.
Let- OUT(8) denote the output actions which are enabled when the
Com Layer is in state 8.
Let-Evalstates denote the set of states that have to be evaluated,
initially Evalstates is empty.

state S for the combined Com Layer.
= (LmO,LsO)(no pending messages), where LmO is

the Master side and LsO is the initial state at

a) Define an initial
For the Com Layer 8
the initial state of
the Slave side.
Hence Evalstates{(LmO,LsO)}

b) Decide for the states in Evalstates whether axioms are necessary.
If a state 8(1) is chosen from Evalstates, write an axiom of the form
8(1)=S'(1'). Remove S(l) from Evalstates and add S'(l') to Evalstates
if this state is not yet in Evalstates.
The reason for the introduction of axioms is as follows.
It may be that certain states in Evalstates are made subject to
design decisions or functional requirements.
For example, if Lm?action order and Lm?cancel action order have taken
place, but Ls?action order request has not taken place yet, there is
no use to let Ls!cancel actIon order happen, although it is enabled
by caus2. So the action order is cancelled and according to the
functional requirements action order cancelled is returned to the
Master.
This can be modelled as an axiom:
(Ls2,LmO)(ord,canc) = Lm!action order cancelled : (LmO,LsO)()
This is an example of an axiom prohibIting an output action.
(Ls!cancel action order which is enabled by
caus2: Lm?cancel-action order ==> Ls!cancel action order).

It is called an -axiom because it does not follow from a straight
forward application of the algorithm. Instead, the use of axioms will
be based on a designer decision or functional requirements.
c) For each state S(l)in Evalstates list the possible actions in the
subsystems Lm and Ls.
For each action write the corresponding state equation:
8(1) = action: 8'(1').
Remove 8(1) from Evalstates and add S'(l') to Evalstates if that
state has not been evaluated yet and is not yet in Evalstates.

d) Repeat steps b,c,d for each of the resulting states in Evalstates
which has not been evaluated yet.

5.4) The behaviour equations will be extended with the messages present in
the Com Layer.The messages are represented between brackets.
The sequence of these messages represents the order in which they
entered the Com_Layer.
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The messages present in the Com_Layer will be denoted as follows:

action order
action-order request
cancel-action order
action-order cancelled
start request
action result

==> ord
==> req
==> canc
==> ocanc
==> streq
==> res

Note The state Lmi,Lsi represents a combination of the states
of both sides of the layer.
It is possible that this combination can be achieved
with a different set of messages present in the layer.
This implies that the state (Lmi,Lsi)(setl of pending
messages) represents another state of the Com Layer
than (Lmi,Lsi)(set2 of pending messages) -

For example (see 5.5):
State LlLl(ord,req) represents another state of the Com_Layer than
LlLl ( res, req) .

5.5) Application of the Combination Algorithm to the partial behaviours of
Lm an Ls.

A state (Lmi,Lsi) (pending messages) will be denoted as :
LiLi(queue pending messages).

The sequence of this queue represents the sequence of entrance if not
stated otherwise.

LOLO

LlLO(ord)

LOLl(req)

L2LO(ord,canc)

L1Ll(ord,req)

Lm?action order
+ Ls?action-order request

Lm?cancel action order
+ LS?action=order_request

Lm?action order

Lm!action order cancelled
+ LS?action=order=request

Lm?cancel action order
+ Ls!action-order

LlLO(ord)
LOLl(req)

L2LO(ord,canc)
LlLl(ord,req)

LlLl(ord,req)

LOLO Axl
L2Ll(ord,req,canc)

L2Ll(ord,req,canc)Ax2
LlL2 causl

L2Ll(ord,req,canc) Lm!action order cancelled
+ Ls!action-order-

LOLl(req)
L2L2(canc)

Ax3
causl

LlL2

L2L2(canc)

L1L4(streq)

Lm?cancel action order
+ LS?start_request-

Ls!cancel action order
+ LS?start_request-

= Lm?cancel action order
+ Ls!start_grant
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LlL4(streq)

L2L3(ocanc) Ax4
L2L4(canc,streq)

L2L4(streq,canc)
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L2L3(ocanc) Lm!action order cancelled LOL3 caus4
+ Ls?start request L2LO(ocanc,streq)
+ LS?action_order_request L2Ll(ocanc,req)

L2L4(canc,streq) Ls!cancel action order L2LO(ocanc) Ax5
+ Ls!start_grant L2L5(canc) Ax6

L2L4(streq,canc) = Ls!start_grant L2L5(canc) Ax?

L1L5 Lm?cancel action order L2L5(canc)
+ Ls?action-result- L1LO(res)

LOL3 Lm?action-order L1L3(ord)
+ LS?start_request LOLO(streq)
+ Ls?action_order_request LOL1(req)

L2LO(ocanc,streq) tau L2LO(ocanc) Ax8

L2Ll(ocanc,req) = Lm!action order cancelled LOL1(req) caus4

L2LO(ocanc) = Lm!action order cancelled LOLO caus4
+ LS?action=order=request L2Ll(ocanc,req)

L2L5(canc) = Lm!cancel_rejected L3L5 Ax9
+ Ls?action result L2LO(canc,res)

L1LO(res) Lm!action result L4LO caus3
+ Lm?cancel-action order L2LO(res,canc)
+ LS?action=order_request L1Ll(res,req)

L1L3(ord) Lm?cancel action order L2L3(ord,canc)
+ Ls?start request- L1LO(ord,streq)
+ LS?action_order_request L1Ll(ord,req)

LOLO(streq) tau LOLO AxlO

L3L5 Ls?action result L3LO(res)

L2LO(canc,res) Lm!action result LOLO Ax11
+ Lm!cancel=rejected L3LO(res) Ax12
+ LS?action_order_request L2Ll(canc,res,req)

L4LO Lm?action order L1LO(ord)
+ Lm?cancel-action order LOLO(canc)
+ LS?action=order_request L4Ll(req)

L2LO(res,canc) = Lm!action result LOLO Ax13
+ LS?action=order_request L2Ll(res,canc,req)

L1Ll(res,req) Lm!action result L4Ll(req) caus3
+ Lm?cancel-action order L2Ll(res,canc,req)

L2L3(ord,canc) Lm!action order cancelled LOL3 Ax14
+ LS?action=order=request L2Ll(ord,req,canc)
+ Ls?start_request L2LO(ord,canc,streq)

L1LO(ord,streq) tau L1LO(ord) Ax15
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L3LO(res) Lm!action result LOLO caus3
+ LS?action=order_request L3Ll(res,req)

L2L1(canc,res,req) Lmtaction result LOL1(req) Ax16
+ Lm!cancel_rejected L3Ll(res,req) Ax17

L2L1(res,canc,req) Lm!action result LOL1(req) Ax18

LOLO(canc) tau LOLO Ax19

L4L1(req) Lm?action order L1L1 (ord, req)
+ Lm?cancel-action order LOL1(canc,req)

L2LO(ord,canc,streq) = tau L2LO(ord,canc) Ax20

L3L1(res,req) Lm!action result LOL1(req) caus3

LOL1(canc,req) tau LOL1(req) Ax21

5.6) Axioms for the Corn_Layer:

Ax1 L2LO(ord,canc) Lm!action order cancelled LOLO

(Using 2.9,caus4)
action order is deleted by the Corn Layer because cancel action
order-is detected before the action_order is passed to-the Slave.

Ax2 L1L1(ord,req) = Lm?cancel_action_order : L2Ll(ord,canc,req)

Because from L2L1(ord,req,canc) and from L2L1(ord,canc,req) both
the same actions are possible L2L1(ord,req,canc) is set to
L2L1(ord,canc,req)

Ax3 L2L1(ord,req,canc) Lm!action order cancelled : LOLl(req)

(Using 2.9, caus4)
Similar to Ax1, action_order request is not affected by the
deletion of the action order.

Ax4 L2L2(canc) Lstcancel action order L2L3(ocanc)

(Using 2.10, caus2)
To prevent it from intervening with the next action order,
cancel action order is sent before action order cancelled is
returned.
ocanc is placed in the message queue to be sent to the Master.

Ax5 L2L4(canc,streq) = Ls!cancel action order L2LO(ocanc)

(Using 2.12, Ax4, caus2)
cancel action order is detected at the Slave side of the Corn_Layer
before-start grant has been returned to the Slave.
Because the action order is cancelled also streq has to be removed.
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M6 L2L4(canc,streq) = Ls!start_grant L2L5(canc)

(Using 2.11, caus5)
Although canc entered the Com Layer before streq, it is possible
that start grant is detected before canc arrived at the Slave side
of the Corn Layer. So according to caus5 start_grant is returned,
but canc is-not affected.

M7 L2L4(streq,canc) Ls 1start_grant L2L5(canc)

(Using 2.11,caus5)
It is decided that a canc which entered the Com Layer after streq
entered it, can not be detected before start_grant has been sent.

M8 L2LO(ocanc,streq) tau : L2LO(ocanc)

(Using 2.17)
To prevent it from intervening with the next action order, streq
has to be deleted from the Com_Layer.

M9 L2L5(canc) = Lm!cancel_rejected L3L5

(Using 2.13)
Because the Slave side is in state L5, the cancel request can not
be granted anymore. The Master is informed about it by cancel
_rejected.

M10 LOLO(streq) tau LOLO

(Using 2.17)
The action order has been cancelled.
streq has -to be deleted to prevent it from intervening with the
next action order.

M11 L2LO(canc,res)=Lmlaction_result LOLO

(Using 2.14, caus3)
Although canc entered the layer before res, res is detected before
canc arrived at the Slave side and action result is returned.
canc has to be removed.

M12 L2LO(canc,res)=Lmlcancel_rejected L3LO(res)

(Using 2.13)
cancel_rejected is returned before res is detected.

M13 L2LO(res,canc)=Lmlaction_result : LOLO

(Using 2.14, caus3)
It is decided that if res

detected before canc. Similar
canc is removed ..

entered the layer before canc, res is
to Ax11 action result is returned, and
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Ax14 L2L3(ord,canc) = Lrn!order cancelled LOL3

(Using 2.9, 2.17, caus4)
Similar to Ax1. The only difference is that in this state a streg
can be received from the preceding action.

Ax15 L1L1(ord,streg) = tau L1LO(ord)

Ax16

(Using 2.17)
Similar to Ax10. ord is not affected.

L2L1(canc,res,reg) = Lrn!action result

(Using 2.14, caus3)
Similar to Ax11. reg is not affected.

LOL1(reg)

Ax17 L2L1(canc, res, reg) Lrn!cancel_rejected L3L1(res,reg)

Ax18

(Using 2.13)
Similar to Ax12. reg is not affected.

L2L1(res,canc,reg) = Lrn!action result

(Using 2.14, caus3)
Similar to Ax13. reg is not affected.

LOL1(reg)

Ax19 LOLO(canc)

(Using 2.15)

= tau LOLO

Ax20 L2LO(ord,canc,streg) = tau

(Using 2.16)
Similar to Ax10. ord and canc are not affected.

L2LO(ord,canc)

Ax21 LOL1(canc,reg) = tau LOL1(reg)

(Using 2.15)
Similar to Ax19. reg is not affected
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5.7) To prepare the behaviour equations for calculations with CCS Tools
the states of 5.5 are relabeled.

This relabeling is included in Appendix C.

5.8) Reduction of the behaviour equations of 5.7.

This reduction is included in Appendix C

5.9) Relabeling of the states of 5.8 yields the specification for the
external behaviour of the Corn_Layer to be designed:

LO

L1

m?action order
+ s?action-order_request

m?cancel action order
+ s?action=order_request

L1
L2

L3
L4

L2 = m?action order L4

L3 m!action order cancelled LO
+ s?action=order=request L5

L4 m?cancel action order L5
+ s!action-order L6

L5 m!action order cancelled L2
+ s!action-order- L7

L6 m?cancel action order L7
+ s?start_request- L8

L7 s!cancel action order L9
+ s?start_request- LI0

L8 m?cancel action order Ll1
+ s!start_grant L12

L9 m!action order cancelled L13
+ s?start request L15
+ s?action_order_request L14

LI0 s!cancel action order L15
+ s!start_grant L16

Lll s!start_grant L16

L12 m?cancel action order L16
+ s?action-result- L17

L13 m?action order L18
+ s?start request LO
+ s?action_order_request L2

L14 = m!action order cancelled L2

L15 = m!action order cancelled LO
+ s?action=order=request L14
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L16 m~cancel_rejected L19
+ s?action result L20

L17 m! action result L21
+ m?cancel-action order L22
+ s?action=order_request L23

L18 m?cancel action order L24
+ s?start request- L1
+ s?action order request L4

- -

L19 s?action result L22

L20 m~action result LO
m~cancel

- rejected L22+
+ s?action=order_request L25

L21 m?action order L1
+ m?cancel-action order LO
+ s?action=order_request L27

L22 m!action result LO
+ s?action=order_request L26

L23 m~action result L27
+ m?cancel-action order L26

L24 m~action order cancelled L13
+ s?action-order-request L5
+ s?start_request L3

L25 m~action result L2
+ m~cancel

- rejected L26-

L26 m~action result L2

L27 m?action order L4
+ m?cancel-action order L2
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Verification Verify if the axioms and causality relations are
satisfying all functional requirements of STEP2.
Test if the behaviour at the Master side of the Com Layer
is observation equivalent with 4.3. -
Test if the behaviour at the Slave side of the Com_Layer
is observation equivalent with 4.5.

Note : Although a software tool has been developed to
determine if the behaviours of two systems are
observation equivalent, this tool coincidentally
was not available during this assignment.
Therefore all verifications involved with observa
tion equivalence are carried out by hand.

The behaviour of one side of the Com Layer can be extrac
ted from 5.8 by considering the actions at the other side
of the Com Layer as unobservable actions.
Replace those actions by a tau action, and reduce the
resulting behaviour equations.
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Verification of the Master side:

Replace the following actions in the behaviour equations of the
Com_Layer (5.9):

s!action order
s?action-order request
s!cancel-action order
s?start request
s!start-grant
s?action result

==> tau
==> tau
==> tau
==> tau
==> tau
==> tau

The resulting behaviour equations are included in Appendix c.

Reduce and relabel these behaviour equations using CCS Tools:

Ms represents the observable behaviour at the Master Side of the Com_Layer
as it was determined in 5.9.

MsO m?action order Msl

Msl = m?cancel action order Ms2
+ tau Ms3

Ms2 tau Ms4
+ tau Ms6

Ms3 = m?cancel action order Ms6
+ tau Ms5

Ms4 m!action order cancelled MsO

Ms5 m! action result Ms8
+ m?cancel-action order Ms7

Ms6 m!action result MsO
+ m!cancel=rejected Ms7

Ms7 m!action result MsO

Ms8 m?action order Msl
+ m?cancel-action order MsO

Because this behaviour Ms of the master side is observation equivalent
with the specified behaviour of 4.3, the verification of the Master side
is positive.
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Verification of the Slave side:

Replace the following actions in the behaviour equations of the
CO~Layer (5 •9 ) :

m?action order
m?cancel-action order
m!action-order cancelled
m!cancel-rejected
m!action-result

==> tau
==> tau
==> tau
==> tau
==> tau

The resulting behaviour equations are included in Appendix C.

Reduce and relabel these behaviour equations using CCS Tools:

Ss represents the observable behaviour at the Slave Side of the Com_Layer
as it was determined in 5.9.

SsO = tau SsO
+ s?action order request Ssl- -

Ssl tau Ssl
+ s faction order Ss2

Ss2 tau Ss3
+ s?start_request Ss5

Ss3 s!cancel action order Ss6
+ s?start_request- Ss4

Ss4 s!cancel action order SsO
+ s!start_grant Ss7

Ss5 = s!start_grant Ss7

Ss6 tau Ss6
+ s?start request SsO
+ s?action order request Ssl- -

Ss7 = s?action result SsO

Because this behaviour Ss of the slave side is observation equivalent with
the specified behaviour of 4.5, the verification of the Slave side is
positive.

ENDSTEP5
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STEP6

Decision Because the Slaves will be distributed over the appli-
cation, the Master side of the Corn Layer will be located
in another SOMA or even another HAMA, than a Slave side.
Therefore it is decided that the Corn Layer will be decom
posed in two parts, a Master Side Soma and a Slave side
SOMA.
First the separate behaviours of both SOMAs are deter
mined. Then it is verified if the concurrent composition
of both SOMAs is observation equivalent with the behaviour
of the Corn_Layer as determined in 5.9.

Specification 5.9

Detailing

6.1) The Master Side Soma will control the Master Corn Layer protocol by
distributing the messages from the Master to the- specific Slaves,
and by passing the messages to the Master, which have been returned
by the Slave_Side_Somas.

6.2) For every Slave a Slave Side Soma will be implemented.
A Slave Side Soma will control the Slave Corn Layer protocol by evalu
ating and processing the messages received from the Master Side Soma
and the corresponding Slave.

6.3) (Using 4.2, 6.1 and 6.2)
Illustration of the communications involved with the Master Side Soma
and one Slave Side Soma:

Master Side Soma
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6.4)
STEP7

Decision Determine the behaviour equations of the Master_Side_Soma.

Specification The Master side of the Master Side Soma has to show the
same behaviour as specified by 4.3.
At the Layer side of the Master Side Soma messages are
passed to a specific Slave Side Soma if It is useful. Also
messages returned by a STave Module have to be passed to
the Master side.

4.3,4.5,5.4,6.1,6.2,6.3

Detailing

7.1) causal relations:

caus1
caus2
caus3
caus4
caus5

m?action order
m?result-
m?cancel action order
m?rejected
m?ocanc

==) m!order
==) m!action result
==) m!cancel-
==) m!cancel rejected
==) m!action-order cancelled

It is decided that all messages entering the Master Side Soma will be
placed in a FIFO queue. with a FIFO queue, the -processing of the
messages yields a linear problem and the sequence of the messages can
be guaranteed very simple.

The sequence of the messages between the brackets represents the
sequence of the message in the FIFO queue.

Note

Example:

Because the messages are stored in a FIFO queue, they are
processed sequentially.
Only the first message can be sent, resulting from a
causality relation.

M2(ord,canc) m!order : M4(canc)

In principle both actions m!order and m!cancel are possible according
the causal relations of 7.1. But ord has been placed in the FIFO
queue first, and therefore only m!order is possible.

This shows the advantage of placing the messages in a FIFO queue.
In this way it can be guaranteed that messages will arrive in the
sequence in which they have been sent.
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7.2) The behaviour of the Master Side Soma

MO m?action order Ml(ord) caus1

M1(ord) = m?cancel action order M2(ord,canc)
+ m!order M3 caus1

M2(ord,canc) = m!order M4(canc) caus1

M3 m?cancel action order M4(canc)
+ m?result- M5(res)

M4(canc) m!cancel M6 caus3
+ m?result M7(canc,res)

M5(res) m!action result M8 caus2
+ m?cancel-action order M9(res,canc)

M6 = m?result M10(res)
+ m?rejected Ml1(rej)
+ m?ocanc M12(ocanc)

M7(canc,res) = m!cancel M10(res) caus3

M8 m?cancel action order M13( canc)
+ m?action-order M1(ord)

M9(res,canc) m!action result 1'113 (canc) caus2

M10(res) m!action result MO caus2

Ml1( rej) = m!cancel_rejected M14 caus4
+ m?result M1S(rej,res)

Ml2(ocanc) m!action order cancelled MO causS

M13(canc) tau MO Axl

M14 m?result MlO(res)

Ml5(rej,res) m!cancel rejected MlO(res) caus4-

7.3) Axl Ml3(canc) tau MO

(Using 2.17)
Canc has to be deleted because an action result has been returned
already. So this canc is prevented from Intervening with the next
action order.
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7.4) Use CCS Tools to reduce and relabel the equations of 7.2

The performed reductions are included in Appendix C.

The resulting behaviour equations for the Master Side Soma:

MO =

Ml

M2 =

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

m?action order

m?cancel action order
+ m!order

m!order

m?cancel action order
+ m?result-

m!cancel
+ m?result

m! action result
+ m?cancel-action order

m?result
+ m?rejected
+ m?ocanc

m!cancel

Ml

M2
M3

M4

M4
M5

M6
M7

M8
M9

M9
MlO
Mll

M9

M8 = m?cancel action order MO
+ m?action-order Ml

M9 = m!action result MO

MlO = m!cancel rejected Ml2
+ m?result- Ml3

Mll m!action order cancelled MO

Ml2 m?result M9

Ml3 = m!cancel_rejected M9

Verification :

The verification of the Master Side Soma is performed by verifying
if the composed behaviour of the Master Side Soma and the Slave
Side Soma is observation equivalent with -the behaviour of the

Com_Layer as determined in 5.9.

ENDSTEP7
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6.5)STEP8

Decision Determine the behaviour equations of the Slave_Side_Soma

Specification The Slave side of the Slave Side Soma has to show the same
behaviour as specified by 4~5.

At the Layer side of the Slave Side Soma messages are
received from the Master Side Soma, and messages are
returned to this Master Side Soma.

4.3,4.5,5.4,6.1,6.2,6.3

Detailing

8.1)
causal relations:

s!ocanc
s!cancel action order
s!start grant
s!rejected
s!result

causl
caus2

caus3
caus4
caus5
caus6

s?order and s?action_order_request
s?order and s?cancel
or ocanc generated inside ==)
s!action order and s?cancel ==)
s?start request ==)
s?canceI and s!start grant ==)
s?action result - ==)

==) s!action order

For the same reasons as stated in 7.1, it is decided that all
messages entering the Slave Side Soma will be placed in a FIFO
queue.
These messages will be processed sequentially. This implies that
only the first message or the first two messages can cause an
output action resulting from one of the preceding causal relations.

Examples (see 8.2):

S6(ord,req,canc) = s!action_order : S9(canc)

The first message is evaluated. Because no output action is enabled
according to the causal relations, also the second message is
evaluated.
According to caus1 action order is sent.
Note that caus2 is not considered because canc is the third message
in the queue.

S7(ord,canc,req) s!ocanc : Sl(req)

The first message is evaluated. Because no output action is enabled
according to the causal relations, also the second message is
evaluated.
According to caus2 ocanc is sent.
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8.2)Behaviour equations of the Slave Module

so

Sl(req)

S2(ord)

S3(ord,req)

S4(ord,canc)

S5

s?action order request
+ s?order - -

s?order

= s?action order_request
+ s?cancel-

s!action order
+ s?cancel-

= s?action order_request
+ s!ocanc

= s?start request
+ s?canceT

Sl(req)
S2(ord)

S3(ord,req)

S3(ord,req)
S4(ord,canc)

S5 causl
S6(ord,req,canc)

S7(ord,canc,req)
SO caus2

S8(streq)
S9(canc)

S6(ord,req,canc) =

S7(ord,canc,req)

s!action order

s!ocanc

S9(canc)

Sl(req)

causl

caus2

S8(streq)

S9(canc)

S10

= s!start grant
+ s?canceT

s!cancel action order
+ s?start_request-

s?action result
+ s?cancel-

S10 caus4
Sl1(streq,canc)

S12(ocanc) Axl
S13(canc,streq)

S14(res)
S15(canc)

Sl1(streq,canc) s!start_grant S15(canc) caus4

S12(ocanc)

S13(canc,streq)

S14(res)

S15(canc)

= s!ocanc
+ s?action order request
+ s?start_request

s!cancel action order

s?cancel
+ s!result
+ s?action_order_request

s!rejected
+ s?action result

S16 caus2
S17(ocanc,req)
S18(ocanc,streq)

S18(ocanc,streq) Ax2

S19(res,canc)
S20 caus6
S21(res,req)

S22 Ax3
S23(canc,res)

S16

S17(ocanc,req)

s?order
+ s?action order request
+ s?start_request

s!ocanc

S24(ord)
Sl(req)
S25(streq)

Sl(req) caus2

S18(ocanc,streq)

S19(res,canc)

s!ocanc
+ s?action_order_request

= s! result
+ s?action_order_request
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S20

S2l(res,req)

S22

S23(canc,res)

S24(ord)

s?order
+ s?cancel
+ s?action_order_request

s!result
+ s?cancel

s?action result

= s!rejected
+ s?action order request

s'?cancel
+ s?action order request
+ s?start_request

S2(ord)
S27(canc)
S29(req)

S29(req) caus6
S28(res,canc,req)

S30(res)

S30(res) Ax4
S3l(canc,res,req)

S32(ord,canc)
S3(ord,req)
S33(ord,streq)

S2S(streq) tau so AxS

S26(ocanc,streq,req) = s!ocanc S34(streq,req) caus2

S27(canc) tau so Ax6

S28(res,canc,req)

S29(req)

S30(res)

S3l(canc,res,req)

S32(ord,canc)

s!result

s?order
+ s?cancel

s!result
+ s?action_order_request

s!rejected

s!ocanc
+ s?action order request
+ s?start_request

S35(canc,req) caus6

S3(ord,req)
S35(canc,req)

sO caus6
S36(res,req)

S36(res,req) Ax7

S16 caus2
S7(ord,canc,req)
S37(ord,canc,streq)

S33(ord,streq)

S34(streq,req)

S35(canc,req)

S36(res,req)

tau

tau

tau

s!result

S2(ord)

Sl(req)

Sl(req)

Sl(req)

Ax8

Ax9

AxlO

caus6

S37(ord,canc,streq) s!ocanc
+ s?action_order_request

S38(ord,canc,streq,req) = s!ocanc
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8.3) Axioms for the Slave Side Soma:

Ax1 : S9(canc) s!cancel action order S12(ocanc)

(Using 2.10 and Ax4 of 5.4)
Because no start grant has been sent yet, the action order still can
be cancelled by sending cancel action order to the STave.
ocanc is generated to be returned to the Master.

Ax2 S13(canc,streq)

Similar to Axl.

s!cancel action order : S18(ocanc,streq)

Ax3 S15(canc) == s!rejected S22

(Using 2.13)
canc is detected after start_grant is sent to the Slave.

Ax4

Ax5

S23(canc,res) == s!rejected

Similar to Ax3

S25(streq) = tau

: S30(res)

so

(Using 2.17)
streq has to be removed, to prevent it from intervening with the
next action order.

Ax6 S27(canc) tau sO

(Using 2.16)
canc has to be remove, to prevent it from intervening with the next
action order.

Ax7

Ax8

Ax9

S31(canc,res,req)

Similar to Ax3

S33(ord,streq)

Similar to Ax5

S34(streq,req)

Similar to Ax5

s!rejected

tau

tau

S36(res,req)

S2(ord)

S1(req)

Ax10 : S35(canc,req)

Similar to Ax5

tau
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8.4) Reduction and relabeling of the behaviour equations of 8.2

The performed reductions are included in appendix c.

The resulting behaviour equations for the 5lave 5ide 50ma are:

50 = s?action order request 51
+ s?order - - 52

51 s?order 53

52 = s?action order request 53
+ s?cancel- - 54

53

54

55

56 =

57 =

s!action order
+ s?cancel-

s?action order request
+ s!ocanc

s?start request
+ s?canceT

s!action order

s!ocanc

55
56

57
50

58
59

59

51

58 s!start grant 510
+ s?canceT 511

59 s!cancel action order 512
+ s?start_request- 513

510 s?action result 514
+ s?cancel- 515

511 = s!start_grant 515

512 s!ocanc 516
+ s?action order request 57
+ s?start_request 54

513 s!cancel action order 54

514 = s?cancel 517
+ s!result 518
+ s?action_order_request 519

515 s!rejected 520
+ s?action result 521

516 s?order 522
+ s?action order request 51
+ s?start_request 50

517 s!result 50
+ s?action_order_request 523
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518 s?order 52
+ s?cancel 50
+ s?action_order_request 524

519 s!result 524
+ s?cancel 523

520 s?action result 517

521 s!rejected 517
+ s?action order request 525

522 s?cancel 512
+ s?action order request 53
+ s?start_request 52

523 s!result 51

524 = s?order 53
+ s?cancel 51

525 = s!rejected 523

Verification :

The verification of the 5lave 5ide 50ma is performed by verifying if
the composed behaviour of tne Master 5ide 50ma and the 5lave 5ide

50MA is observation equivalent with tne behaviour of the Com-Layer
as it is specified in 5.9. -

END5TEP8
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6.6) Use the expansion algorithm to calculate the composed behaviour of
the Master Side Soma and the Slave Side Soma.

This calculation is denoted as follows:

MS = ( MiS )\ P

Where: MS is the calculated composed behaviour

M is the behaviour of the Master Module as determined in 7.4

S is the behaviour of the Slave Module as determined in 8.4

P is the portset through which the Master Module and the Slave
Module communicate together, and which is restricted from the
composed behaviour.

P = { m!order
m!cancel
s!rejected
s!ocanc
s!result

, s?order
, s?cancel
, m?rejected
, m?ocanc
, m?result}

The composed behaviour, as it was calculated by CCS_Tools, is
included in appendix_C.
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6.7)The reduction and relabeling of the behaviour equations of 6.6 yields:

MSO m?action order MS2
+ s?action-order request MSl-

MSl = m?action order MS4

MS2 m?cancel action order MS3
+ s?action=order_request MS4

MS3 = s?action_order_request MS5
+ tau MS9

MS4 m?cancel action order MS5
+ s!action-order MS6

MS5 s!action order MS7
+ tau MS8

MS6 m?cancel action order MS7
+ s?start_request- MS10

MS7 s?start_request MSll
+ tau MS12

MS8 s!action order MS12

MS9 m!action order cancelled MSO
+ s?action=order=request MS13

MS10 m?cancel action order MSll
+ s!start_grant MS14

MSll s!start_grant MS15
+ tau MS16

MS12 s! cancel action order MS18
+ s?start_request- MS17

MS13 = m!action order cancelled MSl

MS14 m?cancel action order MS15
+ s?action-result- MS19

MS15 s?action result MS24
+ tau MS20

MS16 s!start_grant MS20

MS17 s!cancel action order MS9

MS18 = m!action order cancelled MS21
+ s?action-order-request MS13
+ s?start_request MS9

MS19 m!action result MS23
+ m?cancel-action order MS24
+ s?action=order_request MS22
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MS20 m!cancel_rejected MS25
+ s?action result MS28

MS2l = m?action order MS29
+ s?action-order request MSl
+ s?start_request MSO

MS22 m!action result MS26
+ m?cancel-action order MS27

MS23 m?cancel action order MSO
+ m?action-order MS2
+ s?action=order_request MS26

MS24 m!action result MSO
+ s?action=order_request MS27

MS25 s?action result MS24

MS26 m?cancel action order Msl
+ m?action-order MS4

MS27 m! action resul t MSl

MS28 m!cancel rejected Ms24
+ s?action-order request Ms30- -

MS29 m?cancel action order MS3l
+ s?action-order request MS4
+ s?start_request MS2

MS30 = m!cancel_rejected MS27

MS3l = s?action order request MS5
+ s?start_request MS3
+ tau MSl8

Verification: This composed behaviour of the Master Side Soma and the
Slave Side Soma is observation equivalent-with-the specified
behavIour of 5.9. Because of this equivalence, the behaviour
equations of 7.4 and 8.4 can be used as the specifications
for the external behaviour of the Master Side Soma and the
Slave Side Soma respectively.

ENDSTEP6
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STEP9

Decision

Because all messages entering this Soma have to be
processed in order of entrance, it is decided to
implement one mailbox for the reception of all messages.
Because all messages are processed in sequence, only one
process will be needed. This process receives a message
from the mailbox (in FIFO order, which is automatically
implemented by the mailbox), records a change of state
if necessary, and sends a message if required.
Then the next message is processed.
To record the actual state of the Slave Side Soma a
Statelist is implemented.

Note that the sequence of messages received by this
soma, automatically satisfies the specified sequence of
8.4. This results from the fact that the other proces
ses which are sending messages to this soma have to
satisfy their specifications for the required protocol.
This implies that the control of this soma only has to
deal with internal transitions and the required sequence
of output actions.

Specification 8.4

Detailing

9.1)

STATELIST

order info
ord*
req*
active*
start*

ReceiveMsg
================>

<===============>
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PROCESS action order-

start_grant

cancel
action-order-

result

rejected

ocanc

>

>

>

>

>

>



9.2) Although the behaviour equations of 8.4 are stated as the specified
external behaviour of a Slave Side Soma, it is more convenient to
use the behaviour equations of-8.2 for detailing the process of 9.1.
This is allowed because 8.4 only is a reduced version of 8.2, and
thereforE 8.2 will show the same external behaviour as 8.4.

The use of 8.2 is more convenient because the messages actually
present in the Slave Side Soma are represented between brackets.
By using these information one can obtain the transformations which
are involved with the processing of the messages.

9.3) The Process of the Slave Side Soma can be detailed via a one to one
mapping of the behaviour-equations of 8.2 on the scheme of 9.1.

All input actions are controlled
Therefore the Process only has
the internal actions represented
actions.

by external processes.
to control the output actions, and
by a tau-action and the output

Consider all transitions not involved with an input action.
For all messages present in the message queue before the transition,
which are removed from the queue after the transition, the process
has to execute a ReceiveMsg on the mailbox. (The only exception is
ocanc which is generated inside).
After the process received a message, it has to be evaluated.
Then the process will examine the statevariables of Statelist if
state variables have to be adjusted and if a message has to be sent
according to an output action involved with the corresponding
transition.

The statevariables are needed to separate the states of the Soma
which correspond to the removal and evaluation of the same messages.
These state variables are all booleans.
Four state variables are used:

ord* indicating that an action order has been received by the
process, and that this- action order is still stored in
action info.

req* indicating that an action order request has been received
by the process, waiting for an action_order to be
received.

active* indicating that an action order has been passed to the
Slave, and that no action result has been received by the
process yet.

start* : indicating that a start grant has been sent to the Slave,
and that no action result has been received by the process
yet.
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Example: (8.2 and 9.4)

The first transition not involved with an input action is:
S3(ord,req) = s!action order : s5

Two messages are removed, and therefore two messages will have to be
received by the process before action order is sent.

If the Soma is in this state, the message received by the process
will be "ord".
Then process will examine the state of the state variables:
ord* = false
req* false
active* false
start* = false

Because req* is false, no request is pending and the ord will have
to be stored in order info and the presence is stored by ord* .
true.

Resulting from the next ReceiveMsg the process will receive "req"
Because ord*=true, action order can be sent to the Slave and the
state variables are adjusted: ord* := false active := true.

This detailing step has to be repeated for all transitions involved
with an output action or a tau-action.
This whole line of reasoning and decisions can be composed into an
algorithm making decisions using the "case" primitive and recording
the actual state of the soma by adjusting the state variables.

This algorithm is illustrated by 9.4.
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9.4)

Process:
Initially ord*

req*
active*
start*

false
false
false
false

Begin:
msg := ReceiveMsg on Mailbox

case msg = action_order_request

if ord* false (53) *req is detected before ord

req* := true
return;

(53-->55,56-->59)
*req is detected after ord
*s!action order is executed

true

ord* .- false
active* := true
5endMsg(action order)
return; -

if ord*

case msg order:

action order .- msg

if req* = false: (53) *ord is detected before req

ord* := true
return;

(53-->55,56-->59)
*ord is detected after req
*s!action order is executedreq* false

active* := true
5endMsg(action order)
return; -

trueif req*

case msg action result:

(514-->520,519-->527,521-->529,528-->535,
530-->50,536-->51)

active* := false
5endMsg(result)
start* .- false
return;

*res is detected
*s!action result is executed
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case msg = cancel:

if ord* = true: (54--)50,57--)51,532--)516,537--)525,538--)534)

ord* := false
5endMsg(ocanc)
return;

*canc is received before ord is passed
*s!ocanc is executed

if active* = true, start* = false : (59--)512,513--)18)

active* := false *canc is detected before action has
*started

5endMsg(cancel action order) *s!cancel action order
5endMsg(ocanc)-: (512=-)S16,S17--)51,sT8--)S2~,S26--)S34)

*because ocanc is generated inside, it
*can be send immediately and does not
*have to be placed in the mailbox
*before.

if active* = true, start* = true: (515--)S22,S23--)30,531--)S36)

5endMsg(rejected) *canc is detected after the order has
*started.

return; *s!rejected is executed

if active* = false

return;

case rnsg = start_request

(S27--)SO,S35--)S1)
*canc is detected after the result has
*been returned.
*the tau-action is executed:rernove canc

if active* = true: (S8--)S10,S11--)S15)

SendMsg(start grant) *streq is detected
return; *s!start_grant is executed

END

if active* = false

return;

(S25--)SO,S33--)S2,S34--)S1)

*streq is detected after the action has
*been cancelled.
*the tau-action is executed:
*rernove streq

Verification

END5TEP9.

Verify for every transition
with an input action, if it
process.
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STEP10

Decision Design the Master Side Soma
The same detailing steps as in STEP9 can be used.
Because the Master Side Soma has to control the com
munication for several Slaves, the Statelist is divided
into N Structures, each recording the actual state for
one specific Slave.

Speci fication 7.4

Detailing

10.1)

>

>

>

>

ed
>

PROCESS order

cancel

cancel_reject

action order
cancelled -

action resul t-

ReceiveMsg
================>

action order MAILBOX
>

cancel
action-order

>

rejected
>

ocanc
>

result
>

STATELIST
<===============>

Struct[Slave 1]
I
I
I

Struct[Slave N]

Structure[Slave id] :

Slave id
active*

indicating the name of the corresponding Slave.
indicating that an action order has been passed to the
Slave Side Soma, and that no action result or action
order cancelled has been returned to the Master yet.
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lO.2)Use 7.2 to determine the process:

Process

Begin

msg := ReceiveMsg on Mailbox

case msg = action order :

(Ml-->M3,M2-->M4) *ord is detected
SendMsg(action order) *mlorder is executed
active*[Slave Tdl .- true
return; -

case msg = cancel action order:

if active*[Slave_idl = true

SendMsg(cancel)
return;

(M4-->M6,M7-->MlO)

*canc is detected before action
*result has been returned.
*mlcancel is executed

if active*[Slave_idl

return;

false (M13-->MO)

*the tau-action is executed:
*remove canc

case msg

case msg

case ffiSg

ocanc:

(M12-->MO)
active*[Slave id] := false
SendMsg(action order cancelled)
return; - -

rejected:

(Mll-->M14,M15-->MlO)
SendMsg(cancel rejected)
return; -

result:

(M5-->M8,M9-->M13,MIO-->MO)
active*[Slave idl := false
SendMsg(action result)
return; -

*ocanc is passed to
*the Master

*rej is detected
*mlcancel rejected is
*executed-

*result is detected
*mlaction result is
*executed-

Verification

ENDSTEPIO.

Verify if all transitions of 7.2 which are not involved
with an input action have been included in the process.
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3.3 Conclusions from the design of service layers.

The CCS behaviour equations for the required Master Com Layer protocol and
for the required Slave Com Layer protocol, proved to provide a very
compact and unambiguous way- of specifying the external behaviour of both
sides of the Com Layer to design.
The relationship-between those two sides and the additional requirements
for the internal behaviour of the layer, were stated by causal relations
and axioms.
Then, using these causal relations and axioms, the Combination Algorithm
was performed to obtain a complete specification for the external
behaviour of the Com Layer.
Because the integration of axioms with the Combination Algorithm was not
supported by CCS Tools it took a lot of effort to determine the combined
behaviour of the Com Layer. It has to be noted that at the moment inves
tigations are made -for extensions of CCS Tools, also including the
integration of axioms with the Combination Algorithm.

using the knowledge about DRM it was decided to implement the Com Layer in
one SOMA containing the Master side of the layer and in several SOMAs
containing the Slave sides of the layer.
Therefore the behaviour of the Com Layer was detailed in behaviour equa
tions for the external behaviour of the SOMA with the Master side,the
Mater Side Soma, and in behaviour equations for the external behaviour of
the SOMA wTth a Slave side, the Slave Side Soma.
By using CCS Tools, first the concurrent composition of both behaviour was
determined and than, by hiding the communication of the mutual ports of
both behaviours, the external behaviour towards the Master and the Slave
was determined.
By verifying that this external behaviour is observation equivalent with
the behaviour as it was specified for the Com Layer, it could be proved
that the detailed behaviours for both the -Master Side Soma and the
Slave Side Soma are correct.
The use of a formal verification method proved to be very useful. The
detailing step towards both SOMA behaviours was an iterative one. The
first time a little mistake in the behaviour of the Master Side Soma led
to a deadlock in the combined behaviour. The second time a mistake led to
an undesired trace in the Slave Com Layer communication. Both times the
calculated concurrent behaviour could be used to detect the mistake in one
of both detailed SOMA behaviours.

Because the implementation of the CCS behaviour equations of both SOMAs
could be achieved with a "one to one" mapping on DRM, this design method
seems to be very appropriate for the design of Communication Layers in a
DRM application.
Now the correctness of the synchronization has been proved for all
messages which are passed between the Master and his Slaves, the designer
exactly can adapt the contains of the messages to his own requirements.
For the design of another Communication Layer only the Master Com Layer
protocol and the Slave Com Layer protocol together with the specific
causal relations and axioms have to be adjusted. Besides these adjust
ments, the design can be performed by using exactly the same detailing and
verification steps.
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Model he will gain a good
functional processes.
from this Requirements Model
provide a good illustration
the distributed parts of the

Conclusions

The subject of the application

Hopefully the development description of this report will be an impulse to
a future real world WorkCel1 Control System development using DRM System
as the distributed operating system.

The development description of the Com Layer provides a good illustration
of the high level view supported by-DRM System to develop complex dis
tributed communication problems which are typical for WorkCel1 Control
Systems. The communication part of the WorkCel1 Control System can be
developed without exactly specifying the number and locations of future
Workstation, Warehouse and Transport Controllers. This will yield a very
flexible and easy to maintain WorkCel1 Control System which can be
extended and adapted to specific configurations without much adjustments
to the communication control.

Another problem typical to WorkCel1 Control Systems is the processing
power needed at several locations in the WorkCell. By using DRM System one
can locate processing power to those locations in the WorkCel1 were it is
needed. With respect to control systems with centralised processing power,
a big reduction of the communications will be achieved.

The specification method

The Pirbai specification method proved to be a very useful support during
the specification phase of the application development.
In general it can be stated that this method provides a very useful
intermedium between customer and application developer, and that it
provides a good support during the start of the design.

The customer rather easily can be explained the Requirements Model of a
Pirbhai system specification. This will enable the customer to verify if
the system's specifications really satisfy all his requirements. Because
in general this is one of the main problems in system specification this
is a very important benefit of Pirbhai's specification method.

Although it will take some efforts and experiences for a developer of
real-time systems to get used to the special way of thinking involved with
functional decomposition, he will be supplied with some important
benefits by the Pirbhai method.
During the determination of the Requirements
insight in the interrelations of the system's
The system's Architecture Model resulting
together with the hardware requirements will
of the physical communications needed between
system.
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'Ibe top-level design

An outline for structuring the top-level design was illustrated with the
design description of a service layer.
The determination of what kinds of service layers were required by this
specific application, was supported very well by the Architecture Model .
with the outside inwards method supported by the formal specification
method CCS a method was developed which generally can be applied for the
design of service layers involved with communication.
The required communication protocols at both sides of the layer might be
different from the protocols of the designed layer. But by using the same
design steps, a service layer can be designed for which the correctness of
the synchronization can be verified.
This provides an abstraction from the information contained by the
messages which are passed. This information can be included afterwards,
exactly to the needs of the designer.
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7.6 A SMALL DESIGN PROCESS DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE (DPDL)

7.6.1 The syntax of D2DL

Ye will use the following convention: each expression, relevant in a detailing
step, receives a line number which identifies it. Vhenever a particular result
has been obtained in a detailing step, it may be used in subsequent steps. In
principle, DPDL will describe a meta program, so system models are only
referenced through labels, although we will allow the actual expression to be
included in the DPDL description to allow more flexibility.

REMARK. The above convention is similar to the case of natural deduction
systems [GRIES, chapter 3] where a proof consists of a list of axioms,
postulates and theorems. Each theorem is derived from previous theorems using
certain inference rules. The structure of these proofs is such that a
particular theorem, once proved, can be used in subsequent proofs by making
reference to it using its line number. END OF REMARK.

Yhen C denotes a set of equations, then C(30) and C(42) - where 30 and 42 are
line numbers at which these equations occur - denote the same set of equations
in differing phases of development. Whenever a reference is made to C without
stating explicitly which version, always the latest version will be meant.

The syntax of a step will be given in extended BNF format. Set braces { ] are
used to indicate the concatenation of any number of items (including none).
Triangular brackets < > indicate a non-terminal of the grammar. Instead of
{<a>] we write {a] for ease of writing. So, {<a>] = {a] which may stand for:

, <a>, <a><a>, etc. Square brackets [ 1 indicate optional expressions.
Underlined words merely serve as comments; from the point of view of the syntax
they have no meaning. Capital letters denote keywords. The syntax for DPDL for
the description of a design process is:

<design process>

<step>

=> {step}

=> STEP <step-id>::
<decision part>
<language-part>
<specification part>
<detailing part>
<verificatIon part>
ENDSTEP <step=id>

The language or specification parts may be omitted. In that case their default
values are given by their last occurrences.

<step-id>

<decis ion_part>

<decision text>

<language part>

<language>

is an integer value

=> DECISION: {decision text]

is a text, describing how the current ~tep will b~

structured. It inclicate~' the:: m"ti··..,ti"" "r ""tr::lt":·!:,,
for the currE:nt step ~nc' th'21.·~')LC: '''Il f •• ins the (m,:::t"
reasoning about the design process.

=> LANGUAGE: {l~nguage}

=> indicates the language in which the specification for
the current step is written. For example, the
description could contain an element from the set



{CCS,OBJ,VDM,Special,CSP,Paisley,traces,Occam,
Pascal,CHILL,ADA,PETRI,SDL,ENGLISH}.

An indication about the used language can be particularly interesting in the
case of computer support for manipulating DPDL expressions in relation to the
actual design descriptions. For example, using a tool that could read and
manipulate the DPDL description, one could select a particular step and
automatically enter a language-sensitive editor for the particular type of
description.

=> <grammar> <at tributes>
one could also give a definition of the language to
be used by a computer tool (such as an environment
generator).

<specification_part> => SPECIFICATION: {spec_statement}

<spec_statement>

<specification>

=> {«lnr» <specification> }

{ «lnr» <specification_label>

<specification step>
a substep may be needed to arrive at the
required specification

is a formal statement of the required properties;
The form of the specification expression is
determined by the language used.

<specification_label>

<lnr>

<detailing_part>

<detailing>

is a label associated with the actual specification
(this allows us to refer symbolically, not just by
line number, to a specification without having to
give the specification itself)

is a line number (integer)

=> DETAILING: {detailing}

=> [«lnr» <knowledge step>]
«lnr» <result>

[«lnr» <knowledge attribute>]
«lnr» <result> -

<detailing step>
the detailing may be subdivid€d into?
number of smaller steps

<knowledge_attribute>

<result>

is a description of, or a reference to such
description (in either a formal notation or
given in an way, e.g. in English) of th€ way
the resulting mod€l (the impJ_"rn~\1t;:>tin" of
this step) has b~en ,:,I)tcdn",·~ ""m '.'"
specification or definition part. ~hen omitted
we say that the result was postulated.

is the (name of the) resulting formal model.
The model itself is stated in terms of the
language defined after LANGUAGE.



<verification_part> => VERIFICATION: {verification_statement}

<verification statement> => {«lnr» <verification> }

x> <verification step>
a substep may be needed in order to
arrive at the required verification
(for example, certain intermediate results
are neede before the actual verification
can be done)

<verification> z> VERIFY <verification condition>
[USING <verification=key>]

<verification condition> is a logical expression which has
to evaluate to true.

<verification_key>

<text>

indicates the formalism with which the
verification is to be done

is a string of characters

Comments may always be inserted.
Each comment line is preceded by a semicolon.

From the syntax description we see that steps may be nested. For instance:

STEP i:

STEP i+1:

ENDSTEP i+1

ENDSTEP i

means that step i+1 is in fact a substep within step i. From the syntax
descri~tion we see that nesting can occur in a number of ways. Ve will consider
the possible ways. For instance, nesting of steps can be used to obtain
specifications in which case the outcome of a step is a specification for the
next higher step (the step in which it is contained). Also, the outcome of a
step can be a verification within another step, etc. The different types of
nesting and the associated steps are described next.

A step may be needed in order to arrive at a specification. The outcome
of such a detailing actually is a specification, or some arguments leadinr
to a specification.

Also, a detailing step itself may be split into a number of smaller steps.

Finally, it may be needed to perform some detailing on the v~rification

itself (for example, some intermediate t-esult is 0':';.-''=0 Ur.:.:- ', bd0t''= th':
actual proof is given); in that case we speak of ~ '~rific~~j"n step.
the outcome of which can be a statement of the verification key,
or the verification condition, or the verification itself.

7.6.2 A design process described in DPDL

<to be wri t ten>
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STEP1

Language

Decision

Detailing

English. This will be the language for all steps.

Design the required application.
The provider of the application problem will further be
denoted as Customer.
state the customer's requirements for the application.

1.1)

1.2)

1.3)
1.4)
1.5)
1.6)
1.7)
1.8)
1.9)
1.10)

1.11)

Implement one FIFO bounded buffer, to which a certain number of
producers can send their messages, and from which a certain number
of consumers can receive their messages.
Implement two new procedures: Newsendmsg and Newrecmsg.
Newsendmsg: For each producer executing Newsendmsg, the message

contained in his message buffer is copied to a
bufferslot of the bounded buffer.

Newrecmsg: For each consumer executing Newrecmsg, a message is
copied from one of the bufferslots into his message
buffer.

Implement every producer and consumer in a separate SOMA.
The number of producers is P.
The number of consumers is C.
Constraints : The bounded buffer has to contain N bufferslots.

The bufferslotsize is 5 kBytes.
A bufferslot can contain one message at a time.
The maximum message size equals the bufferslot size.

Between producers and consumers as much independence as possible is
required.
The design has to be as flexible as possible.

verification

ENDSTEP1.

Consult the Customer if these requirements have been
stated correctly.
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STEP2

Decision Because the customer may not have much knowledge about the
DRM System, his requirements will be rather general.
As a designer you would like to establish if you are
interpreting his requirements correctly. Also, with your
knowledge about the DRM System you may see some extra
possibilities or constraints which follow from these
specifications.
Determine the specifications for the application by
evaluating the customer requirements and by adding some
own requirements or constraints.

Specification 1.1, .... ,1.11

Detailing

2.1) (Using 1.3) The buffer has to be implemented in some SOMA. At most
one consumer or producer could be in the same SOMA as the buffer.
For reasons of symmetry, it is decided to implement the buffer in a
separate SOMA.

2.2) Using knowledge about the inter soma communication: a mailbox to
which the producers can send their messages is needed in this buffer
SOMA.

2.3) (Using 1.11) If there is not enough onboard memory available for a
large buffer, the buffer can be placed on a disk and the smaller
mailbox can be placed in memory. Therefor the mailbox is not used as
the bounded buffer, but a separate buffer will be implemented.

2.4) (Using 1.11) In future, the customer may want to send larger
messages which will need larger bufferslots. Because we do not want
this changement of the bufferslot size cause much changement in the
control software, it is decided to set the mailbox slot size smaller
than the bufferslot size. The consequence is, that messages have to
be transmitted in parts of size equal to the mailboxslot size.

2.5) (Using 1.1,1.10) Some control is needed for synchronising and
addressing the message transport to and from the FIFO buffer. This
control could be implemented in two ways:
-every producer and consumer is controlled directly by the status of
all other producers and consumers.

-the control is centralised and producers and consumers can send a
request to the control, after which they have to wait for permis-
sion to start their operation.

It is decided to take the second solution for two reasons:
-Because as much independence as possible is required.
-The first solution is hard to implement, because communication

between SOMAs can be performed only via mailboxes and not via
shared memory.

2.6) (Using 2.5) Because control will have to be centralised within one
SOMA, and because a lot of communication between control and bounded
buffer is involved, this will be the buffer SOMA.

Verification Consult the Customer if the specifications for the
application are satisfying his requirements.

ENDSTEP2.
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STEP3

Decision Use the outside inwards design method to design the
Message Buffer.
Consider the Buffer SOMA as an interface between producers
and consumers. Use the detailing steps of STEPl and STEP2
to design a global scheme for the communications between
the Buffer SOMA and one producer and one consumer.
Later on this can be extended to more consumers and
producers. Because as much independence as possible is
required, this should not have much impact on the design.
The internal structure of the Buffer SOMA will be derived
from the external communications and functional require
ments as specified in STEPl and STEP2.

Specifications: 1.1, ... ,1.11,2.1, ... ,2.6

Detailing
3.1) (Using 1.1,1.3,2.1,2.5,2.6)

The external communications of the Buffer SOMA can be illustrated as
follows:

Producer

request
r--------->

message
f--------\
1--------/

synchronization
< >

Buffer SOMA Consumer

request
<---------1

message
-------\
-------/

synchronization
< >

3.2)(Using 3.1) The external communications of the Buffer SOMA:

In: -request from producer
-request from consumer
-message from producer
-synchronization signals from producer
-synchronization signals from consumer

out:-message to consumer
-synchronization signals to producer
-synchronization signals to consumer

These are the fundamental communications needed.
These communications can be detailed by further design steps.

3.3) (Using 1.1,2.4,2.5,2.6) The messages are sent from the producer SOMA
to the Buffer SOMA, or from the Buffer SOMA to the consumer SOMA.
It is decided that a send SOMA is allowed to start sending, only if
the message can be handled by a receive SOMA. If the whole message
has been received well, the receive SOMA has to acknowledge this to
the send SOMA.

4



3.4) Synchronization between producer and Buffer SOMA:
(Using 2.5,2.6,3.3)
The producer is the send SOMA and the Buffer SOMA is the receive
SOMA.
The producer sends Request_to_Send to indicate it has a message to
send.
If the Buffer SOMA is ready to handle the message it sends a
Start to Send. The producer sends its message, after which it has to
wait for-the acknowledgement. After the whole message has been
received, the Buffer SOMA returns Acknowledge to the producer.

Producer

message
available

Buffer SOMA

<---------+------Start to Send

Message-_-----+------------>

<----------+-------A....'.,cknowledge

3.5) Synchronization between consumer and the Buffer SOMA:

(Using 2.5,2.6,3.3)
The Buffer SOMA is the send SOMA and the consumer is the receive
SOMA.
According to the specifications(1.2 and 2.5) the consumer has to be
the initiator of the sending process.
If the Buffer SOMA has a message to send, it has to wait for a
signal to start sending. This signal is Request to Receive, which is
sent by a consumer to indicate that it is ready-to-handle a new
message.
If a Request to Receive is received by the Buffer SOMA before a
message is available, the Request to Send is stored. If a message
becomes available, the Buffer SOMA immediately can start sending.
The Buffer SOMA sends its message and then waits for the acknow
ledgement.
After the whole message has been received, the consumer sends
Acknowledge to the Buffer SOMA.

5



Buffer SOMA Consumer Buffer SOMA Consumer

< Request to message
Receive- - available

message
available < Request to

Receive- -

Messag > Messag >

< Acknowledge < Acknowledge

A producer can send a message to the buffer and a consumer can
receive a message from the buffer, without knowing anything about
other producers and consumers.

6



3.6)STEP4

Decision

Specification

Detailing

4.l)STEP5

Decision

Buffer SOMA

Design the internal blockstructure of the Buffer SOMA,
using the outside inwards method.

specs STEP3, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4

Producer, Consumer identification

Although for the actual external design only the
communications for one producer and one consumer have been
considered, anticipation for more producers and consumers
is needed for the internal design.
The identification of the producers and consumers will be
considered first.

5.1) Producer identification:(Using 3.4,3.5) If a producer has a message
to send, it sends a Request to Send to the Buffer SOMA. Because the
Buffer SOMA has to return syncnronization signals, it has to know
the identity of that producer.
(Using 2.5,2.6)Because the producer request is intersoma communica
tion, a mailbox named Prod Req Box will be implemented in the
Buffer SOMA. with this mailbox-the FIFO principle can be imple
mented very easily. Instead of a Request to Send(3.4), a producer
sends its identity "prod id" to the prod-Req Box. So this "prod id"
has a double function: it is a request to send, and it provides-the
identity of the producer to the Buffer SOMA.

5.2) Consumer identification:(Using 3.4,3.5) If a consumer is ready to
receive a message, it sends a Request to Receive to the Buffer
SOMA. Because the Buffer SOMA has to send a message to one single
consumer, it has to know the identity of that consumer.
(Using 2.5,2.6) Because of the intersoma communication of the
consumer request, a mailbox named Cons Req Box will be implemented
in the Buffer SOMA. - -
Instead of Request to Receive(3.5), a consumer sends its identity
"cons id" to the Cons-Req Box.
This cons id has a doUble-function: it sends a request to receive
by providIng the consumer identity, and it is a start to send
signal for the Buffer SOMA.

7



5.3) The internal block structure of the Buffer SOMA (Using 2.5,2.6,3.4,
3.5,5.1,5.2). Buffer & Control still is considered as a black box,
and will be detailed by following design steps.

Producer Buffer SOMA Consumer

prod_id Prod Req Box Cons Req Box cons id

>LA-=:J L~<
-

I I
message -V v- message

\ \
/ Buffer & Control /

Start to Send- -
<
Acknowledge

< < -Acknowledge

Synchronization Synchron.
< > <

5.4) (Using 5.1,5.2) The Request to Send signal: prod id is sent to the
mailbox Prod Req Box. - - -
By this mailbox the request is placed in a FIFO queue.
If the Buffer SOMA Control needs the next prod id, it only has to
execute a Receivemsg on the Prod Req Box to obtain the right
prod id. - -
Similar to the Prod Req Box a Receivemsg has to be performed on the
Con_Req_Box to obtaIn the next cons id.

8



Verification : Compare the synchronization of the external communications
of the Buffer SOMA in 5.3 to 3.4 and 3.5.

5.5)(Using 3.4,S.1,5.4)Synchronization of the communications of the Buffer
SOMA.

t

>

e

>

d

Buffer SOMA

roducer Prod_Req_Box Buffer & Control

essage
vailable

rod i-" >-

< prod_id_reques

prod_i::

Start to Sen
- -

essag~

Acknowledg

<

<

m
a

P

p

M

Compared to 3.4: Request_to_Send is replaced by prod_id

S.6)(Using 3.S,S.2,S.3,S.4)Synchronization of the communications of the
Buffer SOMA.

Buffer SOMA

Buffer & Control Consumer

<----+-----e~ons_ id

message
available

messag >

< ~cknowledge

Compared to 3.5 Request_to_Receive is replaced by cons id.

ENDSTEP5

9



Empty

4.3)STEP6 Buffer & Control

Decision Detail the internal structure of the block Buffer &
Control of 5.3.

Specification specs STEP4, 5.5, 5.6
The Buffer & Control block has to provide two functions
6.1)Internal management of the bufferslots.

This will be called the Arbiter and its internal
structure will be detailed in STEP7.

6.2)External control to synchronise and to address the
message parts.

This will be called the Message Handler and its internal
structure will be detailed in STEP8.
6.3)Because the buffer and the message mailbox directly

communicate with producers and consumers, they are
implemented in the Message Handler.

Detailing

6.4) (Using 1.8,2.4,2.5,2.6)
First the states of a bufferslot are considered.
A bufferslot can be in several states.
Initially, a bufferslot is empty. This state is called Empty.
Because a bufferslot can contain only one message, only one producer
is allowed to send his message parts to that bufferslot at the same
time.
Control has to assign a prod id to this bufferslot. simultaneously
with this assignment, the bufferslot transits from the state Empty
to the state Being Filled.
During Being Filled, it is not allowed to assign another prod id or
cons id to this bufferslot. If all message parts are placed into the
bufferslot, this bufferslot transits from the state Being Filled to
the state Full. -
If the bufferslot is in the state Full, Control has to assign a
cons id to it. with this assignment the bufferslot transits to the
state Being Emptied.
During Being Emptied, it is not allowed to assign another prod id or
cons id to the bufferslot. If all message parts have been consumed,
the bufferslot returns to the state Empty.

K
Em
_

p
_
tl

_"e_d --11 Being_Emptied I

L.-__.,----__---' A

assignment
of prod_id

assignment
of cons id

---v----
Filled

------------>

10
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6.5)(Using 6.1) From 6.4 two main functions for the Arbiter are derived:
-Administration of the identity of the actual Empty and Full
bufferslots.

-Assignment of a prod_id or cons id to the bufferslots.

6.6)(Using 6.2) From 6.4 two main functions for the Message Handler are
derived:
-Control of the message transport. This control consists of

synchronising and addressing.
-Signalling to the Arbiter, the state transitions to Full and Empty,

together with the bufferslot_id.

6.7)(Using 6.4,6.5,6.6) Assignment of the several tasks to the Arbiter and
the Message Handler, to control the message transport from the
producer to the buffer.
Ar:If a producer is waiting to start sending and there is an Empty

bufferslot available, the Arbiter sends a Start to Fill signal to
the Message Handler together with the prod_id and the buffer
slot ide

MH:The message is sent to the message mailbox in parts and copied to
a specific bufferslot.

MH:The Message Handler signals that a new Full bufferslot is
available and sends the identity of the Full bufferslot to the
Arbiter.

6.8)(Using 6.4,6.5,6.6) Assignment of the several tasks to the Arbiter and
the Message Handler, to control the message transport from the
buffer to the consumer:
Ar:lf a consumer is waiting to start receiving and there is a Full

bufferslot available, the Arbiter sends a Start to Empty signal
to the Message Handler together with the cons-id-and the buffer-
slot ide -

MH:The message is sent to the consumer mailbox in parts.
MH:The Message Handler signals that a new Empty bufferslot is

available and sends the identity of the Empty bufferslot to the
Arbiter.

6.9) (Using 5.5,5.6) From 6.7 and 6.8 the following communication scheme
is derived for the Buffer & Control block:

>

>

e
>

Buffer & Control

Prod id Start to Fill + message
request- Arbiter prod_Id + bufferslot_id Message

< Handler

prod_id Full + bufferslot id Acknowledg-

Cons id Start to Empty
request- cons Id + bufferslot id Synchron.- -

-'>-<

cons id Empty + bufferslot id- ... -

I
11



Verification : Compare the external communications of Buffer & Control to
5.5 and 5.6.

6.10) Synchronization of the communications of Buffer & Control while
filling a bufferslot.(Using 5.5, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9)

Buffer & Control

Arbiter Message Handler Producer

<----+----Empty +
bufferslot id

<-------t---Prod_id_Request

Start to Fill +
prod Td :+
bufferslot ia----r----->

Start to Sen.a--+------>

<----------11--- message

Acknowledge---r----->

6.11) Synchronization of the communications of Buffer & Control while
emptying a bufferslot.(Using 5.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9)

Buffer & Control

Arbiter Message Handler Consumer

<----+-----Full +
bufferslot id

<.-------r---Lons_id_Request

cons id----+----->

Start to Empty +
prod Td :+
bufferslot i >

messag >

< Acknowledge

12



6.12)STEP7 Arbiter

Decision Design the internal structure of the Arbiter.
The task of the Arbiter is the management of the Buffer.
This management only has to control the assignment of
prod id's and cons id's to the bufferslots. If bufferslots
in the Empty state-are available, the Arbiter is allowed
to assign prod id's to them, and if bufferslots in the
Full state are-available, the Arbiter is allowed to assign
cons id's to them.
For a well structured control scheme, the Arbiter will be
divided in two blocks.

Specification specs STEP6,6.4, 6.5, 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, 6.11

Detailing

7.1) (Using 6.5) One block is called Prod Reg Handler.
Its functions are :
-administration of the identity and number of Empty bufferslots.
-assignment of prod_id's to Empty bufferslots.

7.2) (Using 6.5) The other block is called the Cons_Re~Handler.

Its functions are:
-administration of the identity and number of Full bufferslots.
-assignment of cons_id's to Full bufferslots.

7.3) (Using 6.9,7.1,7.2) The internal blockstructure of the Arbiter:

Arbiter

Prod id
Request
<----+----1

----+->

Cons id
Request
<----+---..1

cons id
------1-->

start to Fill +
prod~d + bufferslot_id

1----1--------------)

Empty + bufferslot id

start to Empty +
cons Td + bufferslot id

1--------1--------------)

Full + bufferslot id
<-+--------------

13



7.5)STEP9 Cons_Re~Handler

Decision Detail the internal structure of the Cons_Re~Handler.

Specification specs STEP7, 7.2, 7.3

Detailing

9.1) (Using 6.4) The Cons Req Handler will be implemented as a process.
The progress of this-process is controlled by the number of Full
bufferslots.
The process is allowed to continue only if this number > O.

9.2) (Using 7.2) Because also the identity of the Full bufferslots has
to be administrated, it is decided to implement a mailbox called
Full id Box. If a bufferslot transits to the Empty state it sends
its Identity to Full id Box. Because the Full id Box can be
addressed directly, no Full is needed anymore-together with the
bufferslot id.(6.8).
Because the number of bufferslot id's in the Full id Box equals the
number of Full bufferslots, this-mailbox can be used-to control the
progress of the Cons_Re~Handler.(9.1)

The Cons_Re~Handler starts its assignment procedure with a receive
on the Full id Box. If this mailbox is containing at least one
bufferslot_Id,-the Cons Re~Handler can continue. Else the progress
is blocked until a new Dufferslot id is sent to Full id Box.
An extra advantage of the Full id-Box is, that it automatically
provides a FIFO queue of the FUll-bufferslots. So a message which

was sent to the buffer first will be consumed first as well.

9.3) (Using 7.3, 9.1, 9.2)The internal blockstructure of the
Cons_Req_Handler:

Cons_Req_Handler Full id Box- -
Control buffer id

Cons_id_Request request----> bufferslot id-< ,,
buffer id

-

cons id
-

start to Fill +cons id + bufferslot id- - - I - >

16



Verification Compare the external communication of the Cons_Req_Handler
with the Arbiter in 6.11.

9.4) Synchronization of the communications of the Cons_Req_Handler:
(Using 6.11, 7.2,7.3, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3)

fer id

>

>

Cons_Req_Handler
ons_Re~Box Message Handler Control Full-

bufferslot i...1-

buffer_id_request

< 1. uf

::ons_id_Request

ons_i~ >

Start to Empty
< bufferslot id :+ cons id- -

<

c

C id Box

Compared to 6.10 Full + bufferslot id is replaced by bufferslot_id.

ENDSTEP9

iInstead of two processes, also one process could be implemented for the
iArbi ter.
iIf the Arbiter is implemented as one process, two counters are needed for
ithe number of Full and Empty bufferslots. Because the Arbiter is reading
;and decrementing these counters, and the Message Handler is incrementing
;them, mutual exclusion is needed. This is achieved with a semaphore.
;The process arbiter can be blocked, waiting for access to this counters.
;With two processes controlled by two mailboxes, no counters are needed.

Verification Because the two processes of the Arbiter are completely
independent, the verification of STEP7 is the same as the
verification of STEPS and STEP9 together.

ENDSTEP7.
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6.13)STEP10 Message Handler.

Decision Design the internal structure of the Message Handler.
The Message Handler has to control the synchronization and
addressing of the message part transport to and from the
bufferslots.
It was decided (2.2 and 2.3) that a separate message
mailbox is needed to which producers can send their
message parts.
There are three possibilities to detail the internal
structure of the Message Handler:
-one control process, and one message mailbox.

The process is controlling the message transport to
all bufferslots.
Because there is only one mailbox the message parts
have to contain the bufferslot id to which slot they
have to be copied.

-one control process, N message mailboxes.
The process is controlling the message transport to
all bufferslots.
Every bufferslot has its own mailbox. The message
parts can be sent directly to the right mailbox. No
bufferslot id is needed anymore in every message part.
Because every mailbox has to be declared separately in
DRM, a Receive Any has to be executed on the mailbox
list with the Nmailbox names.

-N control processes, N message mailboxes.
Every bufferslot has its own control process and its
own mailbox.
The control processes only have to handle the message
transport of their own bufferslot. They are completely
independent of the other control processes.

Specification specs STEP6, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, 6.11,
8.2, 9.2.

Detailing

10.1) Although the choice is arbitrary it is decided to implement N
processes with N message mailboxes.
with N processes every bufferslot has the same small well structured
control process, which is easy to maintain.

10.2) (Using 6.7, 6.8, 10.1) Because control[i] of a specific buffer
slot[i] can be addressed directly, no bufferslot is needed anymore
together with Start to Fill + prod id or together with Start to -
Empty + cons ide - - -

18



10.3) (Using 6.9, 10.1, 10.2)
Internal blockstructure of the Message Handler.

Message Handler

bufferslot id
<---------------t--H
Start_to_Fill + prod_id

-r

message

Control
bufferslot[l]

Control[i]

Mailbox[i]

Buffer

buffer
slot[i]

---------------f-H---++---*'--M--t--->

start to Send
<:----------------I----H

Acknowledge
<:----------------I--H

----------------+->

19
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1-------+--+---*,---+-+--->

Control
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10.4)STEPll : Control[i]

Decision: Detail the internal structure of control[i] of 10.3.

Specification specs STEP10, 10.1, 10.2, 10.3.

Detailing

11.1) (Using 6.4) A bufferslot[i] can be in four states:
Control[i] has to control the transitions between these states. This
is done by a semaphore called Bufferslot[i], and by a variable
called Mode [ i ] .
Bufferslot[i] has to control the start and end of the filling and
emptying procedures. Mode[i] has to control which of these two
procedures has to be started.

State

Empty

Mode[i]=Fill
Bufferslot[i]=O
process Control[i]
is blocked 1

Transition

V(Bufferslot[i])

+ prod_id

.-----v~---...,

State

Being Filled

Mode [ i ]=Fill
Bufferslot[i]=O
process Control[i]
is active

Transition

Mode [ i] := Fill

P(Bufferslot[i])

Transition

Mode [i] := Empty

p(Bufferslot[i])

20

State

Being Emptied

Mode[i] = Empty
Bufferslot[i]=O
process control[i]
is acti:e I

I

Transition

V(Bufferslot[ i])

+ cons id

State

Full

Mode[i]=Empty
Bufferslot[i]=O
process Control[i]
is blocked



11.2) General communications and synchronization of a message transport.
(Using 2.4, 3.1)
A sender ready to send a message, sends a request to Send to the
receiver. When the receiver is ready to handle the message it sends
a start to send to the sender. The sender sends its first slot. It
starts waiting for a signal: cont to send, that indicates that the
slot has been received, and that the-receiver is ready to handle the
next slot. After cont to send has been received, the next slot is
sent, etc .. After the-last slot, an acknowledge is expected to
indicate that the last slot has been received.

Sender Receiver

request_to_send~---------------------->

(---------------------------start to send

first_me ssage_pa rt.-------------------->

(--------------------------{cont to send

next_message_part.--------------------->

(-------------------------lcont to send

last_message_pa rt.-------------------->

(------------------------------...,Acknowledge

11.3) If a cons id has been provided to a process control[i], it can send
its message parts to the corresponding consumer mailbox. Because the
consumer has to return synchronization signals to this process via
inter soma communication, a mailbox named SYNC Box[i] will be
implemented for every process Control[i]. -

21



>

>

>

>

Control[i]

+Sync_Box[i] buffer mailbox [i] Prod.
slot[ iT

rslot[ i] )
is blocked)

has started)

o Send +
1..:1

-

first message
part

essage_part >

sen~-
ext message

part
ssage_part >

Sen-

last message
part

ssage_part >

edg

lot id-

<

<

<

last me

Cont to

next me

Acknowl

Start t
mailbox

Cont to

first m

control

P(Buffe
(proc[i]

<--------+-!buffers

v( Bufferslot [i ] )
+ prod_io-----t--->

(proc[ i]

11.4) Synchronization of the external communications of process Control[i]
while filling a bufferslot[i].
(Using specs STEP11, 11.1, 11.2)

process

Arbiter
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11.5) Synchronization of process Control[i] while emptying bufferslot[i].
(Using specs STEP11,11.1, 11.2, 11.3)

e

>

>

>

r

d

d

process Control[i]

control+Sync_Box[i] bufferslot[i] Consume

P(Buffers1ot[i])
proc[i] is blocked)

>
proc[i] has started)

SynC_Box_i~ first_message-part

< -Cont_to_Sen

next_message_part

< Cont to Sen
- -

last_message_part

< Acknowledg

~ufferslot_id<,---------+-

V(Bufferslot[i])
+ cons ia------f-

Arbiter

Verification The verification of STEP11 is done together with the
verification of STEP10.

ENDSTEP11.
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Verification : Compare the external communication of the Message Handler
with 6.10 and 6.11.

10.5) Synchronization of the message transport from a producer to buffer
slot[i].(Using 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 11.4)

>

>

>

essage_

essage_

essage_

ucer

Message Handler

ync_Box buffer mailbox [ i] Prod
slot[ iT

lot[i])
sri]
cked)

sri]
arted}

Send +
>

<----- -first m
part -

< ...essage_part

en..:!

< ,.ext m
part-

< message_part

en..:!

< essage_part

< last m
part-

g~

slot id
-

P(Buffers
(proces
is blo

control+S

Cont to s

Acknowled

Start to
mailbox I

Cont to S

< uffer

V(Bufferslot[ i])
+ prod_ia-----+--->

(proces
has st

Arbiter

Compared to 6.10 :
-Start to Fill + prod id + bufferslot id is replaced by
V(Bufferslot[i] + prod id
-Start to Send is extended with a mailbox id
-Message Id detailed by the sending procedure of 11.2.
-Full + bufferslot id is replaced by bufferslot_id.
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10.6) Synchronization of the message transport from bufferslot[i] to a
consumer. (Using 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 11.5)

Message Handler

Arbiter Control[i]

P(Bufferslot[i])
(process[i]
is blocked)

Sync bufferslot[i]
Box[TT

Producer

V(Bufferslot[i])
+ cons ia------f--->

(process[i]
has started)

*-------~---->firstmessage part
+ SynC_Box_id-...------>

<---+-------+-~ontto Send

*--------t---->next_message_part,.--->

<--+-------+--cont to Send

*,--------+---->last_message_part,--->

<--+-------+--~cknowledge

< bufferslot id

Compare to 6.11:
-start to Empty + cons id is replaced by V(Bufferslot[i]) +
cons id --
-The-first message part is extended with a Sync Box id.
-Message is detailed by the sending procedure of 11~2.

-Empty bufferslot id is replaced by bufferslot_id.
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6.14)blockstructure of Buffer & control

Buffer & Control

prod_Reg_Handler
Ernpty_id_BOX

Control
Prod id Buffer id buffer
Request- req - "- slot id-< < Message Handler

Buffer
Buffer id Control[i]

Hprod_id -

V(Bufferslot[i] + prod id slot[i
> I

Mailbox [ i]

message_part * >

< -Cont to Send
- 1-'

< Acknowledge

Sync
Box[I] message_

Cont to Sen-" > part--->- -I
Acknowledg >

Cons_Reg_Handler

Control
V(Bufferslot[i] + cons id- >

Cons id
Request- Full id Box- -<-

Buffer id-req >
cons id- Buffer id> -

<

26



Verification of Buffer & Control

Verification Compare the external communication of Buffer & Control to
5.5 and 5.6.

6.15) Synchronization of the communications of Buffer & Control while
filling a bufferslot.(Using 8.4, 10.5)

Buffer & Control

Arbiter Message Handler
Number_of_Empty > a

P(Bufferslot[i])

Producer

<------+--...,Prod_ id_Request

prod_ia----~---->

V(Bufferslot[i])
+ prod_ia---------II----->

start to Send
+ mailbox_ia--~-I----->

<---+ first message_part

Cont to Sena..J--+----->

<----t----next message_part

<---+--last message_part

Acknowledge--~------>

<------t-bufferslot id

Compared to 5 .5
-Message is detailed by the sending procedure of 11.2
-start to Send is extended with mailbox id.
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6.16) Synchronization of the communication of Buffer & Control while
emptying a bufferslot. (Using 9.4, 10.6)

Buffer & Control

Arbiter
Number of Full > 0

Message Handler

P(Bufferslot[i])

Consumer

<-------+---eons_id_Request

cons iQ----t----->

>

first message part
+ SynC_Box_id- >

< "'ont to Send

next message_part >

< ""ont to Send

last message_part >

< "cknowledge

bufferslot id<------t--:

V(Bufferslot[i])
+ cons iCl-------ii-----

Compare to 5.6 : -message has been detailed by the sending procedure of
11.2.

ENDSTEP6.
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4.5) Total blockstructure of the Buffer SOMA
(Using 5.2, 6.9, 7.3, 8.3, 9.3, 10.3, 11.3)

Buffer & Control

Arbiter Message Handler

prod_Req_Handler

IControl I I Full_id_Boxl Buffer
Control[i]

Mailbox [i]

Sync
Cons_Req_Handler Box[I]

IControl I I EmptLid_Bot

29



Verification of the Buffer SOMA

Verification Compare the external communication of the Buffer SOMA to
3.4 and 3.5.

4.6) Synchronization of the communication of the Buffer SOMA while
filling a bufferslot.

Buffer SOMA

Producer Buffer & Control

prod id-'--------II------>

<----+-------Prod_ id_Request

prod_id-"-----+-------------->

Start to Send + mailbox i d
- - -

>

.ront to Send- -

>

"'ont to Send- -

>

<------------JI----------t----------c

<-----------11---------+--;

first_message_part.--I----------I--------------

last_message_part.---1----------+--------------

next_message_part:----1----------+--------------

<-----------II----------t--------_Acknowledge

Compare to 3.4: Request to Send has been replaced by prod_ide
Message-has been detailed, see 11.2.
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4.7) Synchronization of the communications of the Buffer SOMA while
emptying a bufferslot. (Using 3.5, 6.16)

>

>

>

e

d

d

d

Buffer SOMA

Buffer & Control Cons_Req_Box Consumer

< ons i-

ons_id_Request >

ons id-

irst_message_part + SynC_Box_i..J

""ont to Sen- -

ext_message_part

""ont to Sen- -

ast_message_part

Acknowledg<

f

<

<

<

C

n

1

Compared to 3.5: Request to Receive has been replaced by cons id.
Message has-been detailed.

ENDSTEP4.
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1.3)
1.4)
1.5)
1.6)
1.8)
1.9)
1.10)

Verification : Compare the interface Buffer SOMA with the specifications
of STEP3.

1.1) FIFO buffer to which producers can send their messages, and from
which consumers can receive messages.
Every producer and consumer can be implemented in a separate SOMA.
The number of producers is variable.
The number of consumers is variable.
The number of bufferslots can be set to N.
A bufferslot can contain one message at a time.
The maximum message size equals the bufferslot size.
Producers and consumers are independent of each other. They do not
know anything about the number, status or identity of other
producers and consumers.

1.11) The design is flexible and some parameters can be changed without
much affecting the design:
-number of producers
-number of consumers
-number of bufferslots
-size of bufferslots

2.1) The buffer is implemented in a separate SOMA.
2.2, 2.3, 2.4) Instead of one separate mailbox with slots of a smaller

size than the bufferslot size, a separate mailbox with one slot is
implemented for each bufferslot. The size of this mailbox slot is
set smaller than the size of the bufferslots.

2.5,2.6) A central control is implemented in the Buffer SOMA handling the
requests for the consumers and the producers.

ENDSTEP3.
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Appendix C

5.7)The states of the CCS behaviour equations are relabeled as follows:

LOLO ==> LO
LlLO(ord) ==> Ll
LOLl(req) ==> L2
L2LO(ord,canc) ~=> L3

LOLl(canc,req) ==> L35

LO

Ll

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

La

L9

LlO

Lll

Ll2

L13

Ll4

m?action order
+ s?action-order_request

m?cancel action order
+ s?action=order_request

m?action order

m!action order cancelled
+ s?action=order=request

m?cancel action order
+ s!action-order

m!action order cancelled
+ s!action-order-

m?cancel action order
+ s?start_request-

s!cancel action order
+ S?start_request-

= m?cancel action order
+ s!start_grant

m!action order cancelled
+ s?start request
+ s?action_order_request

= s!cancel action order
+ s!start_grant

s!start_grant

m?cancel action order
+ s?action-result-

m?action order
+ s?start request
+ s?action_order_request

tau

1

Ll
L2

L3
L4

L4

LO
L5

L5
L6

L2
L7

L7
L8

L9
LlO

Lll
Ll2

L13
Ll4
Ll5

Ll6
L17

L17

L17
Ll8

Ll9
L20
L2

Ll6



L15

L16

L17

L18

L19

L20

L21

L22

L23

L24

L25

L26

L27

L28

L29

L30

L31

L32

L33

L34
L35

m!action order cancelled

m!action order cancelled
+ s?action=order=request

m!cancel rejected
+ s?action-result

= m!action result
+ m?cancel-action order
+ s?action=order_request

m?cancel action order
+ s?start request-
+ s?action_order_request

tau

s?action result

= m!action result
+ m!cancel-rejected
+ s?action=order_request

= m?action order
+ m?cancel-action order
+ s?action=order_request

m! action result
+ s?action=order_request

m!action result
+ m?cancel-action order

m!action order cancelled
+ s?action-order-request
+ s?start_request

tau

m!action result
+ s?action=order_request

m!action result
+ m!cancel=rejected

m!action result

tau

m?action order
+ m?cancel-action order

tau

m!action result
tau

2

L2

LO
L15

L21
L22

L23
L24
L25

L26
L27
L4

LO

L28

LO
L28
L29

Ll
L31
L32

LO
L30

L32
L30

L13
L5
L33

Ll

LO
L34

L2
L34

L2

LO

L4
L35

L3

L2
L2



5.8) The performed reductions are:

l)According to the 1st tau-law replace:
(1st tau-law if A = tau: B then A = B)

L14 ==> L16
L20 ==> LO
L27 ==> Ll
L31 ==> LO
L33 ==> L3
L35 ==> L2

2)Delete L14,L20,L27,L31,L33,L35

3)L30 = m!action result : L2
L34 = m!action-result : L2
Because L34 is-equal to L30 replace L34 ==> L30, delete L34

4)L24 m!action result LO
+ s?action-order request L30

L28 m!action-result LO
+ s?action-order request L34(=L30)

Because L28 is equal to L24 replace L28 ==> L24, delete L28

The reductions yield:

LO m?action order Ll
+ s?action-order request L2-

Ll m?cancel action order L3
+ s?action-order request L4

- -

L2 = m?action order L4

L3 m!action order cancelled LO
+ s?action=order=request L5

L4 m?cancel action order L5
+ s!action-order L6

L5 m!action order cancelled L2
+ s!action-order- L7

L6 m?cancel action order L7
+ s?start_request- L8

L7 = s!cancel action order L9
+ s?start_request- L10

L8 m?cancel action order Lll
+ s!start_grant L12

L9 m!action order cancelled L13
+ s?start request L16
+ s?action_order_reguest L15

L10 = s!cancel action order L16
+ s!start_grant L17

3



Lll s!start_grant L17

L12 = m?cancel action order L17
+ s?action-result- L1S

L13 m?action order L19
+ s?start request LO
+ s?action_order_request L2

L1S = m!action order cancelled L2

L16 = m!action order cancelled LO
+ s?action-order=request L1S

L17 m!cancel rejected L21
+ s?action-result L22

L1S m!action result L23
+ m?cancel-action order L24
+ s?action=order_request L2S

L19 m?cancel action order L26
+ s?start request- L1
+ s?action order request L4- -

L21 s?action result L24

L22 m!action result LO
m!cancel- rejected L24+

+ s?action-order request L29- -

L23 m?action order L1
+ m?cancel-action order LO
+ s?action=order_request L32

L24 = m!action result LO
+ s?action-order request L30- -

L2S = m!action result L32
+ m?cancel-action order L30

L26 m!action order cancelled L13
+ s?action-order=request L5
+ s?start_request L3

L29 m! action result L2
+ m!cancel- rejected L30-

L30 m! action result L2

L32 = m?action order L4
+ m?cancel-action order L2
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STEP5
Verification of the Master Side

LO

Ll

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

m?action order
+ tau

m?cancel action order
+ tau

m?action order

m!action order cancelled
+ tau

m?cancel action order
+ tau

m!action order cancelled
+ tau

m?cancel action order
+ tau

Ll
L2

L3
L4

L4

LO
L5

L5
L6

L2
L7

L7
La

L7 = tau
+ tau

L9
LlO

L8 m?cancel action order Lll
+ tau Ll2

L9 m!action order cancelled Ll3
+ tau Ll5
+ tau Ll4

LlO = tau Ll5
+ tau Ll6

Lll = tau Ll6

Ll2 m?cancel action order Ll6
+ tau Ll7

Ll3 m?action order Ll8
+ tau LO
+ tau L2

Ll4 m!action order cancelled L2

Ll5 m!action order cancelled LO
+ tau Ll4

Ll6 = m!cancel rejected Ll9
+ tau - L20

Ll7 = m!action result L2l
+ m?cancel-action order L22
+ tau L23

5



L18 rn?cancel action order L24
+ tau Li
+ tau L4

L19 tau L22

L20 rn!action result LO
+ rn!cancel=rejected L22
+ tau L25

L2i rn?action order Li
+ rn?cancel-action order LO
+ tau L27

L22 = rn!action result LO
+ tau L26

L23 rn!action result L27
+ rn?cancel-action order L26

L24 = rn!action order cancelled L13
+ tau L5
+ tau L3

L25 rn!action result L2
+ rn!cancel=rejected L26

L26 rn!action result L2

L27 rn?action order L4
+ rn?cancel-action order L2

6



STEP5: Verification of the Slave side:

LO = tau
+ s?action_order_request

Ll = tau
+ s?action_order_request

Ll
L2

L3
L4

L2 tau L4

L3 = tau
+ s?action_order_request

L4 = tau
+ s!action order

LO
L5

L5
L6

L5 tau
+ s!action order

L2
L7

L6 = tau
+ s?start_request

L7
L8

L7

L8

s!cancel action order
+ s?start_request-

tau
+ slstart_grant

L9
L10

Lll
L12

L9 = tau
+ s?start request
+ s?action_order_request

L10 slcancel action order
+ s!start_grant

Lll slstart_grant

L12 tau
+ s?action result

L13 tau
+ s?start request
+ s?action_order_request

L14 tau

L15 = tau
+ s?action_order_request

L16 tau
+ s?action result

L17 tau
+ tau
+ s?action_order_request

7

L13
L15
L14

L15
L16

L16

L16
L17

L18
LO
L2

L2

LO
L14

L19
L20

L21
L22
L23



LlB tau
+ s?start request
+ s?action_order_request

Ll9 s?action result

L20 = tau
+ tau
+ s?action_order_request

L2l tau
+ tau
+ s?action_order_request

L22 tau
+ s?action_order_request

L23 tau
+ tau

L24 tau
+ s?action order request
+ s?start_request

L25 tau
+ tau

L26 = tau

L27 tau
+ tau

B

L24
Ll
L4

L22

LO
L22
L25

Ll
LO
L27

LO
L26

L27
L26

L13
L5
L3

L2
L26

L2

L4
L2



7.4)
The performed reductions are:

1) According to the first tau-law replace: M13 ==) MO
Delete M13.

2) M9 = m!action result
M10 = m!action result
Delete M10.

M13(=MO)
MO

9



8.4) The performed reductions are:

l)According to the first tau-law replace:

S25 ==> so
S27 ==> so
S33 ==> S2
s34 ==> Sl
s35 ==> Sl

Delete S25,S27,S33,S34,S35

2)S7
S17

s!ocanc
s!ocanc

Sl
sl

Replace S17 ==> S7 and delete s17

3)S26 s!ocanc S34(=Sl)

Replace S26 ==> S7 and delete s26

4)S18

S4

s!ocanc
+ s?action order request

s?action-order-request
+ slocanc - -

S25(=SO)
S26(=S7)
S7
sO

Replace S18 ==> S4 and delete S18

5)S36
s28

slresult
slresult

Sl
S35(=Sl)

Replace S36 ==> S28 and delete S36

6)S30

s19

slresu1t
+ s?action order request

slresult-
+ s?action_order_request

so
S36(=S28)
S27(=SO)
S28

Replace S30 ==> S19 and delete S30

7)S38
S7

slocanc
slocanc

S34(=Sl)
sl

Replace S38 ==> S7 and delete S38

8)S37 slocanc
+ s?action order request

S25(=SO)
S38(=S7)

Replace S37 ==> S4 and delete S37

9)S32 = slocanc
+ s?action order request
+ s?start_request

S12 slocanc
+ s?action order request
+ s?start request

Replace s32 ==> Sl2 and delete S32

10
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6.6)
MOSO

MISO

MOSI

M2S0

MISI

M3S2

M2SI

M4S2

M3S3

M4S3

M6S4

M3SS

M4SS

M6S6

M6S7

Ml1S0

M3S8

M4S8

M6S9

Ml1SI

m?action order
+ s?action-order request

m?cancel action order
+ s?action-order request
+ tau - -

= m?action order

s?action order request
+ tau

m?cancel action order
+ tau

m?cancel action order
+ s?action=order_request

tau

s?action_order_request
+ tau

m?cancel action order
+ s!action-order

s!action order
+ tau

s?action order request
+ tau

m?cancel action order
+ s?start_request-

= s?start request
+ tau -

s!action order

tau

m!action order cancelled
+ s?action=order=request

m?cancel action order
+ s!start_grant

s!start grant
+ tau -

s!cancel action order
+ s?start_request-

m!action order cancelled

11

MISO
MOSI

M2S0
MISI
M3S2

MISI

M2SI
M4S2

M2SI
M3S3

M4S2
M3S3

M4S3

M4S3
M6S4

M4S3
M3S5

M4S5
M6S6

M6S7
Ml1S0

M4S5
M3S8

M4S8
M6S9

M6S9

Ml1SI

MOSO
Ml1Sl

M4S8
M3Sl0

M4Sl0
M6S11

M6Sl2
M6S13

MOSl



M3S10 = m?cancel action order
+ s?action-result-

M4S10
M3S14

M4S10

M6S11

s?action result
+ tau

s!start_grant

M4S14
M6S15

M6S15

M6S12 = s?action order request
+ s?start request
+ tau -

M6S7
M6S4
MllS16

M6S13 s!cancel action order M6S4

M3S14 = m?cancel action order
+ s?action-order request
+ tau - -

M4S14
M3S19
M5S18

M4S14

M6S15

MllS16

s?action order request
+ tau - -
+ tau

s?action result
+ tau

m!action order cancelled
+ s?action-order-request
+ s?start_request

M4S19
M6S17
M7S18

M6S21
MIOS20

MOS16
MllSl
MllSO

M3S19 = m?cancel action order
+ tau

M4S19
M5S24

M5S18

M4S19

m!action result
+ m?cancel-action order
+ s?action=order_request

tau
+ tau

M8S18
M9S18
M5S24

M6S23
M7S24

M6s17 = s?action_order_request
+ tau

M7S18 = s?action order request
+ tau - -

M6S23
M9S0

M7S24
M9S0

M6S21

MIOS20

s?action order request
+ tau - -

m!cancel rejected
+ s?action-result

M6S25
MIOS17

M12S20
MIOS17

MOS16 = m?action order
+ s?action-order request
+ s?start_request

MlS16
MOSI
MOSO

M5S24 m!action result
+ m?cancel-action order
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M8S24
M9S24



M8SI8 m?cancel action order MOS18
+ m?action-order MIS18
+ s?action=order_request M8S24

M9sI8 m! action result MOSl8
+ s?action=order_request M9s24

M6S23 = tau M9SI

M7S24 tau M9SI

M9S0 m! action resul t MOSO
+ s?action=order_request M9SI

M6S25 tau MIOS23

MIOSl7 m!cancel_rejected M12SI7
+ s?action_order_request MIOS23
+ tau M13S0

Ml2S20 s?action result M12SI7

MIS16 m?cancel action order M2SI6
+ s?action-order request MISI
+ s?start_request MlSO
+ tau M3S22

M8S24 m?cancel action order MOS24
+ m?action-order MIS24

M9S24 = m!action result MOS24

MOS18 m?action order MISl8
+ s?action-order request MOS24-

MIS18 m?cancel action order M2SI8
+ s?action=order_request MIS24
+ tau M3s2

M9SI m! action result MOSI

MIOS23 m!cancel_rejected M12S23
+ tau M13SI

M12Sl7 s?action order request M12S23
+ tau - M9S0

M13S0 m!cancel_rejected M9S0
+ s?action_order_request M13SI

M2Sl6 = s?action order request M2SI
+ s?start_request M2S0
+ tau M4S22

M3S22 m?cancel action order M4S22
+ s?action-order request M3S3
+ s?start_request M3S2
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MOS24 m?action order M1S24

M1S24 m?cancel action order M2s24
+ tau M3S3

M2S18 = s?action_order_request M2S24
+ tau M4S2

M12S23 tau M9s1

M13s1 m!cancel rejected M9S1

M4S22 s?action order request M4S3
+ s?start_request M4S2
+ tau M6s12

M2S24 tau M4S3
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